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Equality of access standsas onesof the fundainental cornerstones of our society.
Areas of life in which this ideal?has not as yet been fully realized stand' as grim
reminders of the limitations of out' past success and guideposts focusing our future

this ongoing effdrt, as such train g itself often serves to enhance the participant's
efforts. Equality of access top t-secondary study is a crucial turning point in

..-lhances of successful participatior, in many aspects of life.

In light of the importance of this issue, equality of post-secondary access was
singled out by The Michigan State Board of Education as one of the major prob-

lems warranting especial concentration in our Tanning efforts. The attached-staff
. issue paper represents a synthesis of several major past 'efforts to speak to this

isSue.,4'and provides a series of recommendations whereby Michigan can enhance
its efforts to 06/late thik. perplOng problem.

April,

a

John W. ,Porter, I
Superintendent of Public Instruction
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Introdu(tion to the Problem
,

The fundamental issue of "access" pervade,s many.
aspects of Anierican life. The citizen today is aggres-
sive in many areas, claithing the right of participation
and control over various aspects of his "life which had
preyiously been somewhat fatalistically, abdicated to
the structural agencies and organizations of sociefSr.
This concern has .,heen vocally depicfed of late in terms
of the civil rights movement, student activism, in-,
di'idual rights legislation, consumer protection move-

. ment, etc. . .
Willingham summarizes. this essential problem of

the articulation of personal ditcl societal priorities suc-
cintly as follows

. how to nurture the rare °talents iso -badly needed by,
society while, at the same time, giving, all individuals
equal rights and a fair distributidn of privilege. No
social system has solved this. riddle satisfactorily, but the
main shortcoming of a democratic free enterprise is the
devastating 'effectiveness with which c,ompetitton brings
some to the top and leaves too many. at an unacceptable
bottom.

.

.The.suggested answer is that society must be so organized
that all individOls have unfiltered, and continuous op-
portunity to pursue their interests and utilize their in-:.

dividual talents.i

Post-secondary education "plays a crucial role in
the overall .spectrum of this Complex "access" _con-

. cern; for in a highly credentiallzed society such as ours,
higher education has come to be viewed as the very
vehicle through which full access to a wide panorama
of societal arenas can be gained. Thus, access-to post-:
secondary Study hallAgitimately come to be viewed
as a 'central focal po for much of the present con--
cern over the "access" issue. , .

'Historically, this focus- has given rise to numerous
broad national statements of public concern.regarding
the necessity of expanding access to posit-s_ccondary
study. As early as 1947 the Truman Commission On-
eluded that :. -

The time has come to make education through the 14th
grade available in the same way that high.school educa-
Lion is now available'

la ,' 1. Willingham, Warren W.; Free-Xccess Higher Education, CEEB,
NeW York1970, p. 1.

2. Truman Cpmmilsiop Report, Higher Education (`Jar" American
DemocraE4 Washington, DoC., U.S. Dept. of H.E.W., 19441.

.

'Similar sentiments have subsequently been expressed
repeAtedly by various national panels, and the concept
of access to post-secondary study Options has actually
been expanded to what is known as "Universal Ac-
cess".3

1 or

As Crossland concludes:
America has been Eommitted, in principle, to- universal
access to higher education for .some time.'

M However, a vast difference still persists between the.
ileal and the real, and , it is with this glaring dis-
crepancy that we must seek to deaf effectively, The liter-
ature is repleat with statistical evidenCe regarding' the
diAcrepancies which do currently exist in terms of access,
to post-secondary study; thpre is little need to dwell
of length upon the documentation issue at this juncture.
Some of the more compelling . evidence in- thig regard'
can, however; be summarized briefly as follow/:

1. In terms .of racial/ethnic enrollments,'Michigan
statistics indicate that minorities are clearly under-
represented- at'Michigan Colleges and Uttiversities.

Full Time Michigan
Undergraduate

Enrollment I
Fall, 1970

92.34
Non White . 7.7%

2. Similar data tan be, drawn in
.ethnic enrollments for the national

Overall State.
Population

:Dittribution5
1970. ,

88.7%
1,1.3%

terms of racial/
population.

3. See for example:
a. Eisehhowet o Commission Report, Goals for Americans: The
Report of the Prd'ident's Commission on National Goals, Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.2., Prentice Hall, 1960. -
b. "Educational 'Policies Commission Report ", Universal Oppor.
tunity for Education Beyond the High School, Washingtpn, D.C.
N.E.A., 1964.

o c. Carnegie Commission Report", Quality and Equality: New
Lesals of Federal Responsibllityotpr Higher Education, N.Y,
McGraw-Hill, 1968.
d. , Federal Aid to Higher Education: An Essen al.
Investment Id The 'Nation's Future, Berkeley, CA, The
1968.
e. , "A Chance to Learn:. An Action° Agenda T7 or
Equal Opp4 unity In Higher Education", N.Y., McG;aw-Hill,

4. Crossland, F.E. Minorijy Access to College, N.Y., SChosken Books,'
19/11, p. vii.

5. "Sununary of Racial-Ethnic Enrollments inMichigan Institutions
of Higher Education, 1970.", M.D.E., Lansing, MI, 1971.
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.National Higher
EducationTarollment.

National Population°
Distribution

1970 .
-1970,

Whit; 93.;% 85.0%
Non White 6.8% . 151)%

3. In terms of socio- economic factors, on the other:
hand, the data indicates that a family with an annual
income of over $15,000 and one or more college.age
children is five times more likely to include a full-
time college student khan is a similar family with an
income of under $3,000.7 Also, it can be noted in
similar fashion that 95% of high -ability youth from
high inco homes enter college within',5 years /of
high schoo. completion, whereas only 50% of equally
high ability &it low income youths .so enters

The reasons that underlie such aggravating road-
blocks which continue to stand in thy path of open
access .to post-secondary study are myriad and ex-

- tremely complex. However, upon evaluation, it be-
comes- apparent that the major reasons -involved fall
into constellations which contain both ,,Organizational
and, personal parameters. -The following .discussioh
Will attempt to briefly identify some these major
problem areas or constellations in,au effort to set the
stage for the subsequent chapte0.,which will develop,
recommendations geared toward their alleviation.

One of the first major problem constellations which
immediately appears is. that of the traditional selection
process itself. Institutionally. speaking, most post-see-
ondary schools have traditionally utilized a highly
competitive student selection procedure which relies
heavily upon high school grade point average and
standardized test results. This procedure, of course,
oftentimes eliminates many urban and rural youths
who have come from weak secondary programs which
have not rigorously prepared them in terms of tradi-
tional -academic yardsticks. Since no widely accepted
alternative ,.yardstick exists, there' presently 'is no ade-
quate method to assess the potential of students who
fall in this category. Thus many students are possibly

- penalized each year simply because the selection
process which opens. the door to post-secondary study,
is defective.

In this regard,. Crossland suggests that more research
be. undertaken in an attempt to expand the arsenal of
"nonintellettive" selection factors,° and a recent Car-

6. Crosslaftd, F.E., op cit., p. 10-18.
Note, similar data can also be obtained from: ..

Egerton, J. ;State Universities & Black Americans, Atlanta, Southern
Education Foundation, 1969.

T. Button, R. E., The Economics and Public Financing of Higher
Education: An Overvie*." in The Economics dnd.Financing of Higher

'Education in the United States, Washington, D.C., U.S. Govt. Printing
Office, 1969, p. 62-63.

/3. Berles, R. H., "Higher Education Opportunityand Achievement in
the United. States" in; "The Economics and Financing of Higher Educa-
tion in the United States, Washington, D.C., U.S. Govt. Printing Office,.
1969, p. 150.

. (See als0)
a. Creager, et al., "National Norms for Entering College Tresb-....

/ menFall, 1968 ", ACE Research Reports, Vol. 3; no. 1, 1968.
. b. "Toward Equal Opportunity for Higher Education", CEEB,

N.Y., 1973, p.
9. Crossland, gp.,cfr., p. 84-89.

.4 141
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neve Oommission Report suggests that access by the
atypical student be expedited tKaltering Oar percep-
tion of institutional status from test stores Of
entrants-6,-nm Measured "value" added" through the
institutional_ training itself.1° .

A §econd nlajor problem constellation centers
around' the issue of cost. Educational expenses have

\ been rising in the past decade at an aranning rake;
thus often placing post-secondary education beyond
this reach of lower socio-economic students. This in-
flationary cycle thus proves to be another explicit'
form* of discrimination affec students of all racial/
ethnic groups. As a recent i le in U.S. News and
World"Report emphasized;

Higher e:location is passing out of reach for millions
of . . . American families . . (siiice) . . . at present
prices . . . a fourth to a half of a average family's
income (would be) needed to pay one child's expenses
at molt colleges . .

-Yet a third area of major concern covers the area
. of institutional planning and coordination. to date,

institutional and programmatic development has all tdo
often developed capriciously according to political
whim and individual fancy, with no strong centralized
coordination and -guidance. This haphazard process
has often left students great geographical distances from
appropriate programs and/Or even the nearest post-
secondary .institution itself. This aCtor in itself can,
oftenze as a form. of cgscriminationlor the students
involved, since for them the possibility of 'access
often been made too remote to purshe. As Willingham
states: j 4 I

Proximity has become a key elernerLt in the accessibility
of higher 'education .for several reasons. The' most im-
portant considerations are related to connection be-
tween pr ximity and opportunity. It reaso bly assumed
that a n arby college is more likely" to prov attractive'
Tespeciall ) to a marginal student because of its intangible
identity for him, its familiarity, and its relevance to his
interests."

Studies by BdAlaw13 and. Trent and Medskerii support
this contention that prokimity tends to influence at-
tendahce patterns.

With respect to this que§tion Glenny concludes that:

-Which way are we heading in post-secondary e
The most realistic answer points toward increased centralig.
nation of planning at thekstate level. This new direction
seems both logical and necessary if we are to respond
effectively to expressions of current preferences and in=

.

as abstracted. n the 4/ 7/73 Chronicle of Higher Education, Vol. 7,
10. ,Continuities and Di continuities: Higher Education and the Schools,

No. 41, p. 1.
11. "Can You Afford College ? ",. U.S. News and World Report, Vol.

70, No., 8, 2/4/71, p. 25.
12. Willingham, op. cit., p. 9-10. .
13. Bashaw, W.L.."The Effect of Community Junior Colleges on the

----Proportion of the Local Population Who Seek Higher Education", The
Journal of Educational Research, Vol. 58, No. 7, 1965, p. 327-329.

14. Trent and ',Medsker, The Influence of ferent Types of Public
Higher -Institutions on College Attendance, Fro Varying Socioeconomic
and Ability Levers, Berkeley, CA, Center for R rch and Development
is Higher Education, 1965.
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dications o
society."

.., A fourth' and final major constellation of problems
deals with the ery nature of traditionil," institutional
prOgrams and a titudds. Established programs of post-
secondary study have been*formulatecl in large,measure
around the tra itional competitive motifs which pre-
suppOse thht i tering students will`- be adequatelty
prepared for t e rigors of the classroom: These pro-
grams have. al o been fashioned along traditional (Hs-.' ciplinary, mod ls, which may be entirely foreign and
irrelevant to t e perceived needs and desires of Many
students; parti ularly those from minority backgrounds.
Finally, tHis s mewhatrigid structural, matrix, has,
dictated the es of information_ prepared and'
seminated by our various institutions-of post-secondary
study. This to if often confusing to the atypical stu-
dent who h
doctrination

-Furthermore
as being m
oriented.

Looking
tine, we r
must be d
academic
perceived
'commune

The con
credentials
process

' process in
persist a
Way to
for the f
the Cam
above, so
be lad q
and spec
anerscop

. ,

uture demaqds by college students and -tional materials disseminated in conjunction with Ahem.
If the student canhot identify a program that is even
remotely of interest or if he received nnintelfigible or
incomplete. 'information regarding -program options
and/or services available, full utilization of, that per-
son's potential for further study ar)d grOwth is not
likely to be realized. .

comes5,

The mportafice of motivation in determiningtthe likelihood
of ai mission to (and retention in) college varies in ;ela-
tion to the other factor described above. The 'less the
`nati e Vlity', the longer and more assiduously,* student

- musi stucTp The ?Jmaller the family firfancial resources,
' the harder the sAulent must work, save, and sacrifice.

The poorer the quality of the high scilool from which he
co es, the more the student dust seek, extramural aid,
ins s iragtio and cultdral stimulation." , ,

N

very ffort ust be made to stimulate a higI degree
of mo vation on the part of atypical students if their
full po ential for post-secondary study is to be, realized.

Clos ly relited to Os point, ,-,of courser are the con-
cerns ertaining to progr, structure and the inform-

As. G enny, L.A. "Compretensive Planning for Higher Education:
Focus o New Priorities" , as reproduced in Public Affair.% Report,
Berkeley CA, Vol. 14, N. '1, 2/73. I

16. osslapd, F.E.,' op. cit.,'p. 72,.

As Willingham Concludes:
If the idea oaf equl oppoAunity fOr higher education has
any teeth to it at all, one must assume that a free-access
college should offer enough curriculum choice to attract
a wide variety of kudents . . . (likewise) since social s

and political forces provide riuch of the impetus for
what is and is not 'done in .extending ,,educational og-
portunities, relevant informhtion in the publice domain
can have an importafit liarint on legislative and ad-
ministrative decisions that determine the accessibility of .

higher iustitiltions." '
s not received large &see of prior ,in- ,---This brief discussion regarding some of the major
in the formal logic of academie routine. reasons for the current imbalance in 'post-secondary
this information can often-be criticized attendance can be . summarized in outline fashion as

.

re institutionally oriented than student follows:7L, ' .
. .. . ,

: Major. Problem Constellation'st this problem from the sttitlent's pewee- . \
afoul of a wide range, of problems which' Institutional Parameter Personal Paraniater .

alt with. Ii6lated concerns over adequate
reparation, Jevel'f student motivation,
ogram relevance, and, adequacy of current
On effOfts can be identified here.

vn over deficiencies in secondary academic
relates directly to both the student selection 2.ntioned above and the student retention
focus here. This problem Will-.confinue 'to ,

.anti more atypical. students "find their
campus. This is exactly the chart plotted 3..

lure of post-secondary study according to
g'ie's Commission's recent study which is cited
we must conclpde that more emphasis must
creative research in both admissions criteria

alized remedial, programs if both the quality
of post - secondary study are to be maintained.

lated factor of personal motivation also tie- .
portant here. A. Crossland states: , -

1. Traditional standard- " 1.
ized testzscore and
grade-point : average
related admissions.
riteria.

Escalating- co s,t of 2.
post-Secondary study.

Lack of coordination S.
in institutional con-
struction and devel-
opment.

4. Traditional academic
track system a n a

> articulation method-
. ologies with second-

ary institutions.

4.

The deficient sec-
ondary expeiience of
many disadvantaged
students.

Insufficient resources
available to -.disad-
vantaged students.
The - excessive dis-
tance to appropriate
schools and/or , pro-

. grams.
Inadequate academic
preparation, lick of
motivation and in-
centive, lack .of per-
ceived pr o g r am
relevance, and con-
fusion over informa-
tion available.'

While the problems at hand are admittedly Complex
and more . extensive than the relatively simple matrix
shown above, this procedure does, enable the reader
to focus upon some of 'the 'major problemsP which,,
preSendy precipitate tile current inequities in access, to
post-secondary study and it can serve. ...a§ a roadmap
to the subsequent discussion and recommendations
for action which will be made later in this paper.

The results of the present lack of uniformity in
access to post-secondary education are clear. In-
dividual mobility is stifled and the poverty cycle of
the disadvantaged -remains unbroken. This engenders

17. Willingham, op. cit., p. 213-214.

(
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hostility and alienation on the part of the citizenry
and, robs our society of the social, cultural, intellec-
tual, and economic contributions so desperately needed
from the entire population if a fullyfunctioningfiemoc-
racy is to siirvive .

The State of Michigan and ifs/ Statt Board of
have not been silent on this issue of access to

post-secondary study. Irt recent years, the, following
fdur grouj'34 for example, have, in varying .degrees
addressed tge issue of. access. '

I. On May 27, 1970, Governor William a Mil-
liken established' a Goliernor's Task Force on Equal
Opportunity in Higher Education. The charge to the
Task Force was as follows:

A. "To determine present enrollment patterns at
all community c011eges, colleges and universi-
ties in Michligan.

B. To review admissions a'nd scholarship programs
at all c\ur public institutions of higher education.

. C. To review tire recent events at the University
of Michigan, and similar events elsewhere, to
see what can be learned from them.

D. To consider, evaluate, and recommend to me,
as soon ak possible, suggested programs, for
increasing, _minority enrolhnent in higher edu-
cation, providing needed assistance to members
of minority groups, and promoting thcicpse of
equal justice for all." -

In his letter to potential Tas1 Force participants, the
Governor stated that ,j3e did not believe that enroll-
Ment and study opportunities at colleges and univer-
sities of Michigan (as well as the -country as a whole)
had been as available as they should be to minority
group students: therefore, he wished to establish the
Task Force to see how Michigan could improve its
service to such persons.ts -

The Governor's Task Force on Equal Opportunity.
in Higher Education concluded its work in a final
report to the doveinor dated September 10, 1970.

IL Similarly the Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on
Equality of. Access to Higher Education was created
by- the State Bold of Education on July-14, IVO.
The charge to the Committee was stated as follows:

A. "To advise (the State Board of Education on
means for 'pioviding greater equality Of oppor;
tunity in higher education In Michigan."
"Within the scope of its broad charge, it is hoped
that the committee will consider in some detail
the following important issue's, which are iden--

Etified in the goals of the State Plan for Higher
Education in Michigan.
1. admissions policies and practiCes among.

Michigan institutions of higher education;

18. Letter pr charge, Governor's Task Force on. Equal Opportunity
ha Higher Education, May 1970; as reiterated on, p. 1 of the formal
Task Force.Report, September 10, 1970.

,

2. improved financial aids program for low-
income youth,

3. the role of the community col ge as an
open-door institution,

4. the prohlem- of community colle e tran4ef's
to baccalaureate institutions,
student fees and tuition charges,

6: means for identifying and encouraging qual-
ified high school graduates to continue
education; and.

7. equal opportunities- issues in the provision
of student residence halls and student full-

) ides,' and in other aspects of student life
on campus,"19

The Ad Hoc (4nmittee concluded its effoits in a
final report to the, State Board on March 9,1.971.

Similar themes were engendered by the recommenda-
tions set forth in the final. reports of the Governor's
T Fo pe and the Ad Hoc Advisory. 'Committee of
the' St e Board. Basic to both reports ;Were the .fol-
lowin general conclusions and recommendations...

A. Black, Chicanp,..and American Indian stAtzlents
are under-represented in institutions of higher
education.
S te government should reaffirm its commit-

nt 'to equality of opportunity. .

oB.

C.

4

G.

H.'

J.

K.

at chnges be effected in the Michigan Cora-
titive Scholarship,- Progfam and the' Michigan 4,
'lion Grant Program so that an increasing

numbok and percentage of awards will gyf to
minority students..
That...information systems be devqloped to in,
tong- minorities of available programs and
assistance, 44 4
That the State budget process include considera-
tion for meeting the needs of minority students:
That institutions be encouraged to meet the
special social and educational needs of "em.wg-
ing groups,'' -and that institutional,incentiveSThe
provided. ,
That the state provide' financial support fpr
special programs to meet the nears of minority,
students.

,

That the State assume an increasing respon-
sibilitir for the support of community colleges
on an equitable basis.
That a community college be established *Rhin
commuting distance of every , populace are9,,,,,
within the -state.
Thai all institutions formulate apd make,public
plans for increasing their minority enrollments.
I'hat Black, Chicano, andAmerican Indian or"
"Tri-Ethnic Minorities" be employed in signfi-

19. Report to the State Board of Education by the Aelloc Advisory
Committee on Equality of Access to Higher Education, tansing, Mich-
igan March 9, 1971.

1--;



cant numbers, and responsible positions in in-
stitutions .20,stitutions of higher ed ite
At its meeting of October 10:11, 1972, the

State Board of Education appointed a Task Force on
Equalitt-of Access to Higher Education in Michigan.
The charge to the Task Force was to assist in the
development' of specific proposals for the implementa-
tion of the recommendations in the report of the Ad
Hoc AdviSory Committee on Equality Of Access to
Higher Educatioili . with appropriate recoguitidn of the
reactions listed in the summaries attached to the report.
The°Task Force held its initial meeting October 30,
and concluded its activities June 30, 1973, with a

tepgrt to the State Board. In this final report,
the. Task Force presented specific propOsals'to, facilitate
equality of Tess to higher education. Included are:

A. Proposals calling for certain stifidieso, by the
State Board.

B. Proposals pertaining to, the ecruitreent of Black,
Chicano, and Native American Students.

C. proposals pertaining to access to post-secondary
programs regarslle,ss of geography or previous
training.

D. Proposals pertaining to needed changes within
the institution.

E. Proposals fO policies to be. established by the
Legisfature,, pertaining to ipport for idstitu-

, dons.

t

Proposalsfor changes in' el istinA and for new
I financial aid programs. (

IV. The State Board of Education also appointed,
at its meeting of October a-11, 1972 a Board Sub-

/ committee to develop proposals to provide greater equal
educational opportunity in higher education, consider-
ing the omnibus higher education legislation, private

A-

20. The eleven items outlined here represent an editorial condensation
of. the total recommendations found in both reports. -.The reader is
referred to the original dccuments for comprehsnsive recommendation.'
listings. The Governor's Task Force Report has bees attached in its
entirety in Appendix A and a complete listing of the State Board4d Hoc
Advisory Committee's recommendations said membership is found in
Appendix. B.-

trade sand technical schools, and other related wji ers.
A Subcommittee Report :on Equality of Access was
subsequenily presented to the State. Board at its me ting.
of December 20, 1972. The resolutions of this b-
conimittee. which were supported by the State oard

the
me

. were as 'follows:
A. "That the State Board. of Education req ue
-. Superintendent to develop .a. report to ex

the effects of providing ,either tuition- ee o
low-cost education in the public co
and junior colleges and irbplementation pl
for submission to the State Board of Ed ation' -

B. That the State Board of Education req t th
Superintendent to prepare a report or the
Board evalualing,the advisability of esta fishing. . .

an Associate in Technical Studies Degr- e ,to be
awarded by the trade and technical sells els and
request the Superintendent to 'develop specific
proposals to implement this recommend tikih."21

The. foregoing discussion indicates- that atte u don, hak
periodically been given to inequality of op ortunity
in higher education in Michigan by both the G iyernor's
Office and, the State-Board of Education ctivities
to date, have been based upon the basic pre,' 'se that
disadvantaged students have often been off vely,,ex-
eluded from participation in higher edica I on, and
that certain prOcedures mutt be. adopted to r- this
situation. These procedures would lead to the establish-
ment of a 'system -of °higher education that ould pro- .
vide equity in terms of:

1. -Individual selection and support se ces

2. Student financial issistande options
3. ,Institutional and programmatic artic ation

The following chapters of this report
these Components whih mist be develope
operatiOnally provide true equality of acces
education in 'Michigan.

21. Abstract of the minutes of the State Bpard of Edu
December 20, 1972; State Board of Education Memo
26, 1972: See'Appendix C for the Subcommittee. Repo
St.ite Board Action taken on pit.
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CH-APT

Selection an
If Michigan is to move to a more egalitarlau4pciety,

universal access to post-secondary eduCational oppor-
:-N trinities is a must. In order for this ideal to be attained,

Willingham" suggestsk that higher education will have
'V 'possess .at leait the following three characteristics:

1. must' be relatively inexpensive so that 'cost
does not arbitrarily exclude, those who cannot
pay or are unveil ink to burden an uncertain
future with a long term debt

'2. It must be willing to admit (and educate appro-
--,priately) the majority of high school graduates

,if that .is what universal opportunity is to mean
3. at must exist in suchvproximity.that neither geo-
. graphical not psychological distance constitute a

major barrier."
4

This chapter will focus on the seco nd of these *raises,
whereas chapters 3 and 4 will deal with. the .concepts

. of' cost and. coordination respectively.
In order to overcome, present inequities adequate

educational services must be provided for 'those
groups" not traditionally served ,in large numbers by

, our institutions Of higher education. Success in the
attainment of 'this goal will' 'be z,contingent upon the
development of apprOpriate procedures' for the (a)
selection, (b) "recruitment, and (c)support of atypical
students.2

The. traditional views of institutions of higher edu-
cation are,reflected in the existing criteria fat the selec-
tion of students. These criteria include 'high school
achievement, quality of school attended', influential
reeommendutions; and standardized test scores. These
traditional, admissions predictors have, in' many in-
stances, served to deny access to 'higher education to.
various categories of atypical students, 'Whose back-

(' grounds have not prepared them along lines gf these
academic, yardsticks. To, help insure that all students
receive a fair and impartial evaluation of. their potential
'in this regard, new and more reliable techniques for
assessing the talents of such persons are needed.

1. Willingbam, Warren W., "Pree-Access Colleges; Where They Are
and Whom They rye,' CBR, No. 76, Summer, 1970, p. 6.

2. Per prior Ise sion in this paper and the recent Carnegie Com-
mission R cited earlier, our reference 'to "atypical studepts"' can
be cat cally defined as those individuals who' due to age, sex, racer
geographical location, socioeconomic status, or deficient K-12 educational
background do' not readily find access into post-secondary study.I 2 .

. 1.

R II

pport

tate Board's Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on
of Acceis earlier suggested in this regard that:

The State Boar..a:of Education Should assume
major share of the responsibility for the iden-

dication of students for} highei education,, in
ichigan"

and, that
e grate of Michigan should provide national

adership in securing a revision of technique
ed for the identification of pupil talents and

abilities."

clarifying this second point, the Ad Hoc Advisory
Committee went on to add that:

The Committee urges consideration of recent findings
(Righting the Balance, CEEB, 1970) that current; com-
monly used examinations fail to recognize and uncover
a wide variety of student talents, skills, and mental at-
tributes. Many potential college students are thereby
penalized. We urge that the, state assume leaderShip in
the cleVelopinent of identification procedures not limited
to verbal and mathpmatical ability, but incorporating
many other dimensions of individual potential.'

. z
The more rectnt State Board Task" Force on Equality.

of Access to Higher Education supported the intent
of this original proposal, and went on to recommend
the follOwing procedures to implement this goal:

A. 13eveloriment of an essbssment form to be'
included in a student's permanent school file,
identifying.qualities of a potential post-secondary
candidate. Such a form should include m6asure-
nient of:
1. Peisonal Qualities'
2. Social Qualities
3. Other strengths and skills

B. Expploration and development of a talent-assessi
, ment instrument to Measure other dimensions

of talent potential."5

In elaboration of this structure, the Task Force indi &tes
that implementation shouldfarther include:

- PeVelopment of a permanent -form to assess talents and
strengths not identified on test results (which) should be

3. Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on Equality of Access to Higher
Education, State Board Report, pp. '9 & 10, Recommendations 2 & 4.

4. /pia, p. 10
5. Task Force Ira Equality of Access to Higher Education, Final Report,

f. August, 1973, p. 8.
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" r
undertaken y the Department of Education. This 'okra
would then be a rpcnured part of a student s public school

'file to be used for recruitment or counkling purpo .ts."
On a long-term basis, investigaiion of a, talent ass sent

- instruntent should also be .undertaken. This ass ment
would ideally be conducted periodlca ly through ut a

' student's school years. Information g ,ned thro this
a§sessment would be used not only in recruitment fforts
but also in enhancing the_ schoqls' curriculum to foster
such ,talent development .°

StaIf concurs with 'the concepts and prioriti
forth A these taste force reports, and would
further &commendation in this regard as a inec
to operationalize the considerations at hand.

Recommendation One

s set
dd a

. m.

"We recommend that the- State Board este lish a
staff study .team in conjunctio with Michigan ssocik
tion of. Collegiate Registrarslrand Adrpissipns fficers)
(MACRO.), charged with the responsibiy of
thoroughly vestigating current efforts in the field of
non-traditional sions predictors and reporting back
to the Board with--,policy recOmmendation& in this
area."

In light ofithe crucial nature of the situation, 'how:
aver, staff would Also make the foil in dditional
recommendation for immediate acti

Recomthendation Two

"That State Board as a matter of policy for
desigiate- that all community colleges follow a poM
of "open admissions" whereby any adult person, wi
or without a high school diploma wlio wishes to enter'',
may do so." (This recommendation was adopted 'with
the understanding that it be interpreted in terms of
overall institutional entry, not entry to specific academic
programs which might still legitimately maintain reason-
able academic qualification requirements.)

It is realized that most Michigan Community Colle
have already implicitly adopted this stance.
recommendation is offered to reinforce. those tu-
tions which have made this move and to in that
all implpra-nt this policy in a Consistent m r.

Intermeshed with the concern over Actual identifica-
tion of pupil talents lies theequally perplexing ques on
of institutional recruitment prOc ures them§elves-

institutions have op rated individually in
open competition for "qualified'? tudents. This system
exposes institutions to the rigors `of the open market-
place in searching for students; but\ it concurrently sub-
jects students to the implicit self-interest a the institu-
tion in the recruitment process. As *care finding today
in many hectors e4 the economy, society is no longer
willing or able to bear the latter in an attempt to
perpetuate the former. The problem concerning access
here seems to lie in the fact that this process tends to
preCipitate institutional concentration on tho relativer..

' - , '

political rioritips of the da.y, which aeadt to unequal
concentrb. -on upon access for different focal groups,
instead of focusing uniform concentration upon equality

dr !all; -For example, much institutional effort
d annually recruiting top ,academic Students,
tudents with special talents, (music, etc)
c minorities, women, etc. This emphasis N,N,

upon categorical recruitment Invariably leads both to
undue coMpetition pressures on some students" and the
near neglect of others. ,

,This -pr Nips also, oUcourse, raises concern over the
inherent efficiency found in such a syste,m wherein
each scho 1 is actually duplicating the effort of other
institutions in recruiting any specific individual student.
The entire process appears to ,fie In need of a mare
humane orientation.

Upon reviewing thiS".situation, the State Board Ad
,Hoc Advisory-Committee on Equality of Access. to
Higher Education cilicluded that: .w.

Problems in recruitment appear to be related' to the
liistorically,competitive nature of 4inerican higheeduca-
talon, a competition for certain kinds of students not for
heir sake, but for the institution's ,. . . Recruitment.in

a
xigher

education too'often has been mixture of obsoleS-
nt ideai and continuing mythology ... Recruitment hts

been handled 'as if education were a eonup,o4ity to be
sold,-to customert.7

The Ad Hoc, Advisory Committee went on to recora-
inend specifically. that: .

A statewide recruitment system should be established to
matchthe needs, potential abilities, ancrdesires of prOspec-
tive College students with the charadteristics real and
desired,of our existing institutions °-

The subsequent Task Force of the State Board sup-
arted this. concept and went on to recommend several

cedttres geared toward the implementation of a cen-°
4c1 application review and processing service which

NirW4., prepare .and distribute uniform application fOrms
os, well, as actually match app scants and institutions
foi`klry considerations.9

The0073-74 Annual-Program Plan for the Depart-
ment \ Of;Edtication's, Student Financial Assistance Serv-
ice's InforMation, Services Unit, which was recently
approvedt by, the State Board, however, recommends
that: )%,i.14,\,,,

Ttid,`,Sta!te Eoard support thd creation of a study corn-
mittee4h ed with the responsibility of evaluating both
the feg mill and desirability of creation of a centralized
and pUt 7ed admissions and recruitment service with-

sinisttlianaell
r tion services unit of Student Financial As-

'`
This co
thejor u
if the pt6,

Staff con4 i3O*ith this final suggestion as Such
changes in thO,,,fii damental fabric of post-secondary\

7. State Board 0,1rieb Advisory Committee Report, op. cit., pp. 12-13.
8. lbid, p. 13. 't.0,., \

9. Op. cit., p. 12;!...:".%1. , ,
.

10. 1973-74 APE, Finp.nial Assistance Service's Information Services
Unit, September 4. 1K440;',7.

of Access
is expend
athletes,
racial-e

es.

would subsequentl be asked to aid in
.

of pertinent policies for implementation
deemed approbriate."



study stouldleot be made without full evaluation Of
,*'5 the ramifications involV Aqd. ,

Yet another concern %pertaining to the, actual ad,
missions, process is the role which students themselves ,
`should rightfully .play in either the admission decision
itself bor the concomitant recruitinOrocess.

The . state Board Ad Hoc Committee on -Access
recommended in this regard that:

The State Board ,Education should. encourage Michigan
Colleges and Universities to make it possible for their.
student's to participate in the achy:pions process.9

They elaborated on this rather general statemenl, by
saying that:

Students . . should be voting members of admissions
committees; should be encouraged to help with recruiting

forts; and should, in fact, play a role in recruiting new
studen A rable to that played by faculty membas
in recruiting new

The subsequent Staid Board Task Force on Access bu
on this position land made some specific suggestions
regarding involvement of students in admission inter-gw procedures and active field ,recruiting. It, waSt-
suggegted by this group that such action could be
implemented ". . . through a State .Department of
Education directive to admission, Offices of all post-'
secondary institutions."1 3

Staff feels that a,,Mote cautious plan of tenon- should
best be followed in this regard, to insure that student
participants are bmii, fully prepared for their roles in
this regard and able to accomplish these activities with
out sacrificing their own -academic programs. There-
fore, it might bi wise to charge the "study team"
identified in Recommendation One -with the develop-
ment of a responsible policy of a student participation
which would include at least consideration to (a)kstti-
-dent training, (b) confidentiality of records,. (c) student .
reimbursement and (d) a mechanism for evaluation.
This policy could then be submitted for State Board
review and comalunication to schools once developed
and approved.

The institution's responsibility to the so-called atyp-
ical or educationally 40isadvantaged student does not
end° once that student has enrolled, TO the contrary,
it has just begun. Every post-sec9ndary institution that
admits, such 'students has an obligation to proyide

, those 'students with the maximum opportunity to suc-
ceed., This, by no means, implies that acadeinic stand:
ards should be lowered. Rather, the student must be
coached where necessary, to the level of existing stand-
ards. Thus, it is necessary to provide the academic
and social/cultural suppOrt services needed to enable
such students to have a maximum chance to lucceed.
SuCh services will take the form of tutorial assistancel
academic, personal, and vocational, guidance:. as well
as appropriate psychological services.

In this regard, the State Board's Ad Hoc AdVisory

11. Ad Hoc Advisory Committee Repprt, on, cit., p. 16; (rec. 9).
12.11,1d.
13. Task Force Report, pp{ eft., p. 14.

t

ommittee -on, Access has formally recommended in
the past:

1., "That the State of Michigan establish a program
which will fund institutions for supportive serv-
iCes to disadvantaged students.

2. That Speciat Assi§tanPrograms ' should'be
established 'with state grants 'on a project basis
to institutions of higher education for:. (a) the
developinent of new instructional and curricular
strategies for the education of students froth
minority groups, and (b) programs to promote

. an understanding and acceptance of minority
students by fadulty, students, and the commu-
nity:91.4

The Committee elaborates on the importance of this
point by' stating that: d

Patterns of institutional racism, of irrelevant *curricula,
,o unaware a ties, of rigid doctrinaire administrators
must b`e altered if equal access is to bec me equal educa-
tional opportuni y. The state can becom' a catalyst for
such change through the provision of special grants to
institutions who re willing to 'attempt change.'

tate Board Task Force again sup-
and recommended that support
de. an integial flare of the. State

funding fo,rmula and , create a statewide commission .

ing review of efforts a'nd prior-

The subsequent
ported. thesenotio
services efforts . be m

charged with tie ong
ities in this area.1°

The concept of sup
issue. Includedtherein
at (a) the provision' of

ort services is truly a, complex
list pecopcurr6nt efforts aimed

inipetus for'the generation and
development-of creative-and- effective support mech-.
anisms. themselves, (b) the' development of adequate
evaluation and feedback mechanisms designed to assess
the degree of success ,attained, and (c) the develop-
ment of adequate funding sources to support and en-
hance this priory/. !,

To assist institutions in this very important process,
staff recommends that: A '0

Recommendation Three 7.
, .

"The State Board seek to compile information re-1
garding various institutional support Methodologies and
their cost and relative success, sqthat these procedurei
can be systematically shared witfcall Michigan institu= ;

tions. in hopes that such shared experience can facilitate
sumessful support program developthent."

In.conclusion, it must also be stated that any success
achieved in:humagrzifig activities related to the itlen-
tification, recruitment and support Of atypical students
will be at least initially viewed by many ,traditional
academicians ns he erosion of the quality of post-,
secondary 7study. Much recent academia debate has ,
been directed towards the suppOsed threat to academic -
standards which might result from the adoption of ,

14. State Board Ad Hoc Advisory Committee; op. cit., pp. 20-23.
15. Ibid., p. 23.
16. Op. cit., pp. 24 & 29. .



more flexible and opeh admissions and retention poli-
cies to enhance the equality of access.

Astir', concludes in this regard that:
. . much of the controversy about open admissions and

special, programs for disadvantaged students has been un-
productive because the adVersaries have tended to talk
past each other. Whereas the proponents of openadmis-
sions typically speak of the need for equalizing educational
opportunities,. the opponents usually speak-of the need
for maintaining academic standards "arid for conserving
our, dwindling institutional resources 17

Attacking this defensive, traditiOnal,argument from
a somewhat -different perspective the recent Carnegie
Report cited earlier (Continuities and Discontinuities:
Higher Pducation and The Schools) admonishes the
educational community to change its priorities from
measuring the entering student product as the "aca- .

demic coin of the realm". to. evaluating progress- in
termvof the ,"value added" by the tiaining exPerience
itSelf. This. shift in priorities would be much Mora
supportive of present access ciincems.

It is assumed that excellence and access will not
prove to, be contradictory premises if they can be com-
bined in an.irliovatiVe and creative educational. setting.

Yet another factor related to the preient student
selection and support concern is the information which
is made available to the student, concerning these op-
tions.. Adequate admissions criteria and procedure's:-

hc-.:.established and successful, support programs
madesavailable; but if these options and facilities are
not adequately communicated to the potential stUdent
,populations inv,olved, they may prove to be largely
ineffective in terins Of having an impact.on the intended
poiiulation. This Concern is partictilarly germahie to
the *pica student, whose` motivation in terms of ex-
ploring and pursuing, alternatives may be less poWerful
than other students.

17.47tin, A. "Open AdthissJons aid Programs for thse pliadvaiitigedY!
Vol. 42, No 8, Novembef 1971, p. 629. . r

To help deal. with this Concern staff makes. the
L.

lowing recommendation:

Recommendation Four
. ./ "It is recommended that ,the State Board of Educa-

tion, seek fultiling to support an admissions and finan-
cial aid information unit within the Student, Financial
Assistance Services section. Thigidnit would be charged

,specgically with the, following responsibilities: .

1 Development and distribution of comprehensive
information regarding admissions policies and
procedures-as well as program offerings and costs
at all Michigan schools.
Development. and distribution of comprehensiye
information regarding ficLancial aid resources
which might be avhilable to Michigan students
from the federal, ,kate, and private arenas.

. , Design and implementation of research efforts'
designed to continuously assess both the current
student needs in. the abbve areas and the relative
impact of current efforts in these areas."

in summary, this chapter has attempted to deal
'efly with the issue of student selection and support
it impacts upon the question of access -to post-

condary- study." In This area we. have confronted the
portant issues of (a) admissions criteria themselves,
) institutional recruitment procedures, (c) institu-
nal support services for 'atypical students, and, (d)

inforniation services activity which must be devel-,
o ed if .we are to successfully communicate these efforts
to our clientele and stay, abreast of their changing

In addition to these concerns, however, we must also
.

d al with problems related to financial .aid per se and
the interinstitutional articulation 'so necessary if the
attack on access problems is to be carried forth in an
efficient 'and effective manner on a statewide basis.
chapters 3 and 4, respectively, deal with these remain-

,
ring topics.

9
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CHAPTER III

Student Financial Assistance

:The- financial aids" question thus must be viewed as
an integral part of the Whole "access" issue." Even if

; the problems of, Preparation,,admission and program
support are dealt with,. many will -still be barred from
full participation on the basis of insufficient funds,
if carphis not taken to insure that adequate student
resources are available. -

The relation of the economic status of they family
and the likelihood of college attendance is borne out
in Chapter L.Simply stated, the less money the family
has, the les4 likely the children are to attend college.

The present student aid picture is extremely com-
plex, as a variety of resources are now ayailable from
the federal, institutional and private sectors, as well as
through the state. In light of increased concern. over

' the access' issue, and mushrooming consumer deMand,
the great majority of these programs have established
demonstrated financial need as a prime consideration
for award eligibility.

Given this basic statement of focus, however, one.
must now go on to explord the questions of (1) whether
or not sufficient student aid now exists to meet the
demand for increased accesi, and (2). whether current
aid\programs Are-effectively. .distributing funds-to' en-.
hance the goal of increased access.

In reviewing this fiat question regarding the overall
quantitative sufficiency of'current student aid efforts,
it becomes apparent that while the magnitude ofthese
programs and the dollars expended to date are cer-
tainly extensive, the -s.,.':iormation available :still

Indicates that they YEt fall far shOrt of the goal- of
guaranteed access for alL able Michigan students- wish-
ing t pursue their ;studies`Seyond high school. For
example, from the tripartite applications recently filed
by Michigan colleges and universities with ,,the
Office of Education, in request of federal students aid
monies for the 1973-74 school year; we find that
some eighty million dollars in unmet need was esti-
mated for the present 19:72-73 academic year after
expected family input, institutional aid, state student
aid, and priyate philanthropic aid was subtracted. If'
the approximately forty million dollars in federal stu-
dent aid assistance that was available in Michigan-
were subtracted that year, there exists roughly forty

million dollars of unmet need for the 1972-73 acadenlic
year. .. .

This computed deficit can be iurther compounded
when one looks at the following additional facts: -

A. These figures do not include reference,. to part-
time and vocational school students; .most of
whom until very recently hi ie been eliminated
from award-consideration under most programs.
These 'figures include no estimate of the need
of Michigan students either choosing to pursue .
their postsecondary training outside of the
state, or, forced to do so because Michigan does
not currently offer an appropriate program in
their area of interest and ability. As popula-
tion mobility continues to increase, the number
of such students will doubtlessly continue
to grow.

C. The present federal programsNational Direct
Student Loans ('lpSL), Supplemental Edu-
cational Opportunity Grants (SEOG), College
Work Study (CWS)'are currently in a state
of flux; and may soon be substantially sup-
planted by the new Basic Opportunity Grant
concept, as favored by the present actininistra-

4iOn. The full'effect of such a dramatic change
is yet unknown because the proposed Basic
Grant Program, (BGP) eligibility criteria and
funding level are 'still uncertain.

P.
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D, . The, above figures include no estimate of the
added 'demand for resources which would be
felt if the post-Secondary milieu were to be
substantively changed by adding to the present
mix a significantly greater percentage of high
need, disadvantaged, students. There has been,
of late, substantial support for this very con-

,tention, indicating that if post-secondary edu-
cation does continue to grow, the increase ,;vill
come directly from these lower socio-economic
circles. ;2k recent Stud? of Financial Aid' Pro-
grams and Needs for the state of Florida, for
example, has ,contended that higher income
fanillies are already sending just about all of
their students on for further training, who could
possibly benefit from such exposure. Thus;



. increased enrollment will draw proportionately
gicater numbers front the pranks of 'those in
need, placing even greatr strain on existing
sqldenti aid, resources. '

E. The figures above will constantly grow in the
future unless dramatic action- is taken, due
simply to the inflationary. spiral of present edu-
cational costs.

To help cope with this dollar deficit, the State Board
has htitiated legislation proposing a general eed-based
Michigan Opportunity, Grant Program to provide
awards for,Michigan students. Legislation ertainipg
to this prdposal has been periodically introduced in
past years without success, but it has again been in-
troduced and is being considered during the current
legislative session.

The State Board has also initiated legislation pro-
posing a Direct State Student Loan Program whereby
students who are unable, to secure a guaranteed loan

.through a private lending agehcy would be able- to
apply for such assistance directly through .the State
of Michigan. Again, legislation pertaining to this recom-

.mendation has periodically been introduced in -past
years without success. A new bill covering this pro-
posal has, however,_ been placed before the current
legislative session.

In' addition to this question regarding the relative
adequacy of the overall quantity of aid currently avail-
able .to needy students, we must also attempt to deal
with the issue of distribution of current resources. Are
existing funds, limited as they might be, supporting*
the goal of access or could they be better utilized in
this regard?

This brings us to an increasingly controversial issue.
The concept of "financial need" will always remain a
relative _one,' since each individual has unique attitudes
regarding the adequacy of his or her current standard
of living and the rank Order of spending priorities with-
in that smtem. Uniform and objective "need analysis",
on the other hand, requires that certain rather static
assumptions be made regarding both the. level and
priority system involved. Even though great care is
taken to base such systems on current Bureau of Labor
Statktics information on spending 'patterns, etc., very
'f ew individitals will ide4ify entirely, ith sueh a norma-
tive process. Thus, in dealing with this area, one must
both (a) be ready to encounter a certain amount of
hostility and (b) be constantly alert to methodological
refinementsi etc., which might make the arduous
prooess more equitable.

1.1,

\, While this paper is not designed to debate the rela-
five soundness of current financial needs asses'sment
approaches, we must look at some of the putinent
resfilts of the prevailing systems to see how they fare
against the yardstick of "access."

One such bench mark might well s e an evaluation
of the relative family income levels of, student aid

s

o
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recipients'. According to the 1970 Nsus Data; the
average household income in the United States is

°approximately $11,000, so this figure-will be used
as a .guideline. . *

Looking at the present State Competitive Scholarship
and Tuition Grant Progra,ms in this manner, the fol-
lowing chart can be constructed:
Percentage of1972-73 Awards
Made to Students ftom:

A. Families with incomes
beldw $11,000

B. Families with incomes
abdve $11,000

The data here shows that both state programs distribute
their =rent resources somewhat equally around this
mean income, figure; The real question remains, hoW-
ever, could more emphasis be plaeed upon getting
funds to the neediest students who may not now even
be considering further training and applying for aid.

Another barometer of this phenomenon is a measure'
of the relative percentage ,of tri-ethnic minority group
students receiving aid consideration under the present -

state scholarship and grant programs; since a high cor-
relation between socio-economic. disadvantaged and
minority background consistently persists:

i ,

Competitive "Puition
Scholarships. Grants

51.7;"0 55.5%

48.3% 44.5%

STATE COMPETITIVE SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM & TUITION GRANT PROGRAM

% of White
Award

Winners

% of Non -White
Award

Winners .

(7o of Racd
Not I

Reported
1972-73 83.7% 6:0% 9.4%
1971-72 90.0% -6.0% . 4.0%
1970-71 90.3% 5.7% 4.0%
1969-70 * * P,
1968-69

*No such data collected

Reviewing this parameter, we see that some head*ay
has been made in opening the established state scholar-
ship and grant programs to a previously largely ex-
cluded group.

While comparable data is very difficult to find in
the federal, institutional and private philanthropic
arenas, since most such aid is administered through
the college or university's respective financial aids
office; some feel for the overall award picture at that .

level could be obtained by again looking at overall
state student financial aid applicant enrollment in terms
of income range. Again, utilizing the Federal Tri-
Partite,- applications° in this regard, we find that the
institutions themselves identify the prospective socio-
economic enrollments of aid applicants for this period
as follows:

1. From Federal tri-Partite 'applications forms 'filed annually by each
college and university in Michigan with the U.S.O.E. in request of
federally sponsored student aid funds.

11
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1972- 3 Full-time Undergraduate Aid Applicant
'clegan Enrollments by Family Income

Ceamimit
Colleges 7%

Four-Year
Public 1 %

'-- Private 14%

'$0 to $6,000 to $9,000 to Over
$6,000 ',$9,1000 $12,000 $12,000 Total,

19% 35%- 100%
1 -

tI\6% 18% 55% 100%.
22% . 21;"© 43% . 100%

1973-74 Fu -tine Undergraduate Aid Applicant
Michiga Eitollments by Faniily Income

° $6,0110 $9,000 Family
$ to to to Over Ineome

.$6,t I0 $9,000 $12,000 $12,000 UnknownsTotal
Community

°lieges 1 21% 23%. -24% '13% "100%
For -Year
Public 1 15% 18% 45% 10% .100%

Private .1 17%. 22% 41% 6% 100%

We see fro data that some progress is being
Made in term increased enrollment percentages
from lower conomic level gsoups. It can be
assumed that nt student 'aid progsams are at leash
in part faciti ating this progress.

In terms f actual national award allocations, for
specific fede al programs, the following charts can be
prepared:

National,
Percentage
Awaids fb
"Non-White"
Students

National r
Percent*
Awards to
Students of
Families with
Income Under
$9,000

19,2-73 Academic Ye. ar2
National Program Totals,

Guaranteed
Loan .

' Program

National
, Direct
Student Loan

Progratn

College
Work-

Study
Prgoram-

Educational
Opportunity

Grant
tProgram

21.2% '20.8% 26.3% 37.0%

45.8% 74.0% 82.7% 95.8%

2, gational Commission on the Financing of PostSecondary Educaw
Lion, April 26, 1973.

,t -

Similarly, on a cumulative state-wide basis, the fol-
lowing summary of Michigan Guaranteed Loan recip-

cosild-be made: o

\
Profile of Michigan Borrowersa

Receiving Guaranteed Student Loans
11/8/65 -6/30172

Percent of Non-White ,.Loan Recipients 10.8%
Percent of Recipients
With Gross Income .36.5%
of Under $9,000

. .

While the data available here is somewhat soft, the
time periods between national and estate data are not
uniform, and program changes may have somewhat
directed the results; in tookiig at the cumulative state-
wide data through June 30, 1972 and, the. national
data for the 1972 -73 school year, some prOgiess can
be identified in terms of focusing the Guaranteed Loan
program more clearly on the access target. The national
data also demonstrates that on an aver*, tome 25%
of all 3 Federal Aid Programs' student awards are
presently going to non-white applicants. It also indi-
cates that while. some .50% of GSL funds are<going
to.low-income families., earning below $9,000 in gioss-
income, the direct federal NDSL,. CWS, and. EOG.pro-
gums, administered directly through the college finan-
cial aids: office, make some 80% of their awards to
this target low-ineome gyoup. When one adds in the
institutional and philanthropic aid also 'distributed
through the various school student aid, offices, how-
ever, the above percentages would probably bg some-
what reduced, . as most of these kinds qo not operate
under the strict income ceiling factors letied by legis-
lation on these federal resources: As we have seen in
the preceding state levetstudent aid statistics, "demon-
strated need" alone without these accompanying in-
come cellin,gs tends to spread the student aid more
evenly arbund the median income factor.

Finally, drawing on other data frlem.the l0/69 and
10/71 Current Population Reports (U.S. Department
of 9enimerce)4, we find also that the overall percent-
agif of minority adults in the 18-24 age range who have
had no college traini9g has steadily decreased over
the last several years:

3. Report from Federal Guaranteed-Loan form 1070 data, prepared by
Reports and Data Analysis Section, Payment Services Branch, Division
of Insured Loans, USGE, Washington, D.C. September, 1972.

4. 10/69 and 10/71 Current Population Reports (U.S. Department of,
Commerce) Washington, D.C.
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_1971

Percentige -.

of Non-White
Population with
No College 66%
Experience

Percentage'
of White
Population with
No College 54%
Experience
:13ata rlotavailable

.

1970 1969

* 83% 84%

1968 1967

sScie

65% 65%

* Given this brief pictuie of the student financial aid
scene, if would appear that action is needed in at least
the following two areas in this regard if the cause of
access is to be advanced:

1. Development of the total dollar of assist-
~ ance available to Michigan students.

2. Review of the general delivery system employe&
in thq. distribution of these funds to insure their
support of the overall goal of enhanced student,
nips.

In teams of dollar quantity of aid available, staff would.
make the. following recommendations:

Recommendation Five
"It is recommended That the State Board ,continue

its support of current pending legislation for the Mich-,
igan Opportunity Grant and Direct State Student Loan
Programs"

,st

These prcgranis will begin to speak to the dollar
deficit of student aid which presently exists within the
State.

Recommendation Six

a "That the public community and junior colleges and
those public baccalaureate institutions which currently
provide conamunity college functions establish some
form of studenj financial aid so that no student -would
be denied access to the first two years of college-level
instruction ior lack of adequate financial resources."

A combination of enhanced student assistance at
the community college level .a)ad Unplementation of
the .Opportunity Grant and Direct State Loan '13,:ro-
grams should go a lOng. way towards amending the
dollar deficit which now exists in, student funding in
Michigan.

In terms of reviewing the present student aid delivery
system and its altematiVes, a study'ls now under way
in conjunction with the Depaftmencs StudeeFinancial
Assistance Service Area and the Bureau of Management
and Budget which should speak to this area. Studied
evaluative comments concerning this aspect of the stu-
dent aid scene will undoUbtedly be forthcoming from
this arena.'

In ,sitmmary, careful attention to both the question
of over dollar deficit itself and the companion ques-
tion o 'very system 'pOlicy should help deal with
the pr lem of student assistance as it pertains to
our concern regarding-the access issue. '

13
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CHAPTER IV

An-lintegrated,System

Much of the discussion Undertaken to this juncture
has revolved around either developments which can
be accomplished individually by Michigan poshsecond-
ary institutions, or mprehensively by the State -Board
and. Department o Education. However, much of the

. success of any entratcd effort to enhance the
equality of acc ichigan will de end upon the
support and par icip ti a the collecti post- second-
ary community in the s ate. 'There are several major
e..1,einents which make upt this vast poit-secondary
system Michigan. Besides the public community
and baccalaureate institutions there are private colleges
and univetsities, prprietary school of various types,

- and various area training:: centers. It is apparent that
all of these facets in Michigan's post-secondary system
have a valuable and important tole to playa role
that.is worthy of presetvation. The students of the
state, quite apart from any financial consideration,
have a wide variety" of interests, desires, talents and
capabilities. It is, therefore, important to maintain a
system 14 as great diversity as possible -So that each
person desirous of post-secondary edneation and'train-
ing can find a prbgrarn, and an instlitition that meets

is his or her particular,,, interests and abilities..
It is recognized that many of our institutions of

post-secondary study have already engaged in exten-
sive efforts to admit .and support various types 'of
atypical or diiadvarltaged students. These individual
efforts are certainly to be commended and supported;
but if maximum efficiency and effectiveness are to

o accompany these efforts, they must be carried on in
a ,coordinated matrix Which both supports and guides
existing efforts and Challenges non-participating in-
stitutions to enter this arena. It is believed that each.
institutional &ement in Michigan's post-secondary sys-
tem should have both a concern for and an operational
policy for the alleviation of access problems.

In this regard the State Board's Task ,Force bn
Equality of Acces,s has concluded that a statewide
articulation commission made up of representatives
of all portions of the post-secondary arena should be
created to address thiS .issuer Staff would emphasize
the need for deieropment Of some mechanism which
can help prpvide a forum and vehicle for the facilita-,-
.1. State Board Task Force,. op. cit., p. 29.

.tioi:t of the development .of a truly integrated post
secondary system in Michigdir:

An integrated system implies, in fact demands, that
each sedor'iOactivities support and articulate with ".1.T4
those of the others. This crucial task of coordination
in terms of the access issue addressed in tlfis 'paper,
must determine the needs of our citizenry that are cur-
rently not being met by our post-secondary network
and then determine what role each institutional seg-

ment coulbest play in rectifying the situation.
Onei operStional, framework is, in order, there

are several controversial procedural or policy -areas
which staff feel/ should be addressed by this mechanism,
as they obviously impact directly upon the issue ,of
student access. These concerns can be outlined briefly
as iollows:

I. The matter of community college districting.
A. The State Board's Ad Hoc Advisory .Corn.-

mittee on Equality of Accesis spoke to this
issue in two of its final recommend\tians as
`follows?
1. Sttice a self-identification of students for

higher education will occur if college
opportunities are made . more accessible,
The State should insure that all geographic
regions and centers of population in Mich-
igan are served by community. colleges."2

2. ,"It is recommended-that the State assume
greater responsibility for an equalizatioti
of opportunities for entrance into and '-
completion of programs of study in higher
education, through the expanded pro-
vision of training, mechanisms in areas of
the State *ith large tri-ethnic minority,
and geographically disadvantaged popula-
0011P "3

B. The subsequent state Board Task- Force on
Equality of Access further recommended that: .

1. "The State Board of Education' conduct .

a carefully structured study for the pur-
pose of identifying future'trends and needs

2. Original Committee Reconunendation # S.
3. Original Committee Recommendation # 18.
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of the post-secondary population
state."
'The State Et aid

of
Education consider

the, develbon nt. of a plan that would
provide flexible districting by post-second-, "ary educational opportunities: Such a plan
would emphasize transferability of credit,
would incorporate the importance of trans-
portation to and living* arrangements at
the loCation of giVen programs and would
recognize, that not all programs deed to
be or should be permanent."4

Concernin'g existing plans for such redistriaing
the Task Force commented. that:

'Y.. the 1967 and 1971 State Plans 'for
community college districting'-are already
old and conversely, the pending legislative
bills, designed last year, are outdated.

It is the position of this subcommittee
that the State Board of Education. use its
influence to- delay the implementation Pr
any major 'plan for redistriicting until a
thorough study can be conducted exam-,' ining futurg. population shifts and com-r r positions, cultural, social, economic and
inthistrial potential, as well as leisure time
andkrecreational trends coupled with trans-
portaiion , and instructional technological
predictions."5

C.

Staff agrees and .would emp hasize tilf immediate
steps }Bust be taken to alleviate the pr9eseiii districting
gaps whiCh exist if the -cause equality 'of access is
to be comprehensively advanced in Michigan. Open
admissions and free tuition, as recommended earlier,
mean little if appropriate districting not also pro-
vided. A

II. The matter of external degree programs.
Providing student opportunity to obtain credit out-

side of the clasroom, and opportunity to receive recog
nitiorr for pertent "real world" experience offers yet
another mechanism whereby access barriers can be
lowered. Not only do such systems -reduce overall post-
secondary costs and time and distance factors, but
they also emphasize that the post-seconary system
can effectively relate to the factors of experiential sig-
nificance in the individ 's life. The meshing of aca-
demjc-curricula and exp 'ential priorities is a necessary
prerequisite if program relevancy is to be communi-
cated to any student, btft this pientise is particularly
germane to the typical student who may be somewhat

A disillusioned, by the post-secondary structure at the

Here again, however, statewide planning and co-
ordination is needed, if the 'external degree concept
ib to be eqUitably and rationally utilized to serve the
best interests of bothMichltan students and society at
large. r

Recogniiing the importance of prudent policy devel-
opment in this area, the State Board's Ad Hoc Advisory
Committee on Access initially recommend that:

The State Board of Education, should explore possibilities
for the establishment of an 'external degree program'
in Michigan.°

The subsequent State Board Task Force on Equality
f Access does not, take a further position on this

Acommendation, indicating that "The Coordinating
Council of Continuing Education is working on this
in cooperation with the council of Graduate 1Deans."7,

tStaff actually sees the external degree concept as
art of a much larger construct (namely 'the whole

realm of atypical, study 9ptions), whieh is developing
so rapidly today. This construct would, for example,

'include the arena of lifelong education, etc. If theState
-'13oard of Education is to serve in a definitive leader-

ship capacity in thjs controversial area, every effort
must be made not only to resehrch'Ihe developments'

( in- progress), but also to use this information as the
springboard for creative thinking and planning in this
regard. Basically, the question to be addressed here
is simply how can this new concept be. utilized to -.-

forward the cause of access in post-secondary study
in Michigan? r

With this t ought in mind efforts should be made
to thoroughly 'evaluate the Rossible development of .
these options in light of "impact that they might

-have regarding the overall question of access.

III. Yet another related area needing investigation
and planning concerning its potential impact upon the
question of access is the Associate of. Technical Studies
Degree. Such a provision could. possibly serve to co-
ordinate the now largely undisciplined technical train-
inlrograms, and facilitate their consideration in
term' of the transferability question, etc. The State
Board Subcommittee recommended in this regard that:

the State Board of Education approve the establish-
ment of an Associate of Technical Studies Degree to be
awarded by the trade and technical schools and request
that the Superintendent develop specific proposals to
implement this recommendation!

Subsequently the State Board's Task Force on EquUl-
ity,of Access took the creation of such a degree as given
and' urged that:

. . . the State Board of. Education move rapidly to
establish a high 'degree of flexibility. in the requirements

1 outset.
6. Original Recommetidation #19.

4. Task Force Report, op. cit., up. 1849. 7. Task Force Report, op. di., p. 5.
5. Ibid, p. 18. 8% Minutes, 12/20/72, State Board Meeting.
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for the-award by both private and public post-secondary
insitutions of both one-year and two-year technical
degrees .° -4 .

thile it is realiied that many other pladning and
coordination issues could be raised hire, it is hoped
that by expressing this basic concern over the matter

9. Task Force Report, op. cit., n..31.
1J

a

4 a

ti

4
3.

ve

and' identifying some of the key issues afoot, that the
procedure Can.be energized 'and activated so that other
pertinent considerations will automatically find their
Way 'into the eiyaluative structure. Much of the ultimate
success of thi4 planning and coordination venture will,
of course, depend upon both the creativity and initia-
five of the people involved.

C's

a
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CHAPTER V

ConAusions and Recommenaations

America is 'a country of-great contradictions. It is
a counfry of great promise founded upon great' prin-
ciples. To promise 200 million people freedom and
equal-opportunity appears to. be part of a dream of
utopian proportions. However, to_uall the .dream uto-
pian, as if it were_an_imposiible goal, is to admit to
Milli. And, for many individuals in this country, it is
to assign them to less freedom and less opportunity than
that enjoyed by others. To not strive to retch a just and
equitable systemjs to deny the worth of these goals
as practicable and by default v. support injustice .3,ud
the latk of equity: . J ,

It has been long believed and is well supported that
eduilition is, the access road to grearpr opportunity
within this society.. #ducation not ally bears fruit
unto itself; but gneran;andior specific training. is, in
most eases, requisite for ;employability. In spite of the ,

_wealth of this country, there remain those who lack
the financial vehicle to travel this educational road of
access. In many casq,;lor these people, the promise '-
of this land becomes 4(dpty as poverty limits 'their op-
portunity and locks them securely into life styles and
patterns 'that serve only ter perpetuate themselves. It,
therefore, becomes apparent that improved access to
education for those now denied it is-necessary to fulfill.
in part the promise of equality held out to all.

It would be joyous to report that Michigan does not
share these problems. BM* 1t is a large state that shares
the complex problem& of society with the rest of the
country. Limited aces to higher education is one of
these problems. This \is, by itself, a large and com-
plicated problem. In summary, it would be impossible
to deal with the total Scope of the problem.

It is felt, however, that the, following recommenda-
dons can provide the framework from wjiich to attack
the problem and some of the means to do so.
recommendations tare reiterated here in the order ort
iginally presented, identifying the various problem
aspects involved in this paper's overall attack:

a 0.

I. Admissions and upport Factors:

A. Admissions Criteria:

Recommendatio
the-Strite-Bdar
conjunction with

One We recommend that
elaalish a staff study team in
Michigan Association of Col-

0

'' 17

legiate Registiars F d Admission Officers
(MACRA0). Aar with the responsibility
of thoroughly investigating curr nt ('efforts in
the field of non-traditional adiniss'ors prediCtof's
9.nd reporting back, to the Bo d's with policy
recommendations in this area.

a
Recommendation Two: That the State Board
es a matter of policy forinally designatp that
all community colleges follow a policy of topen
admissions" whereby. any -adiilt person, with
or withouV a higfi school diploma whb wishes
to enter may do. (This'recominendation was
adopted with the understanding that it be in-
terpreted in terms of overall institutional entry,

- not entry to specific academic programs which
might still legitimately maintain reasonable ac-
ademic qualification reepirements.)

o

B. . Admissions Recruiting Practices:
No formal recommendations are offered here,
but a summary of prior statements for action ..
are identified in Chapter II.

.

\.4

C. Student Support. Services:

Recommendation Three: The State Board seek
to compile information regarding various in-
stitutional support methodologies. and their cost
and relative success, so that these procedures
can be systematically shared with all Michigan

hopes that such shared experience
can facilitate.sUccessful program development.

.

D. Information Services:

Recommendation Four: It is. recommended
that the State Board of Education seek jundint
to support' an admissions and financial aid in-
formation unit within the Student Financial
Assistance, Services section. ThiS unit would
be charged specifically with the folloWing respon-
sibilities:

1. Development/ and distribution of com-
prehensive information regarding admissions
policies and procedures as well as program
offerings and costs at all Micliiginschbols.
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-
2. n e elopment and distribution of com-
preh nsi'e information regarding financial aid
reso ces which might be available to Michi-
gan s dents from the federal, state and pri-
vate 0-nas.

3. D = sign, and implementation of research
efforts designed to continuously afitss both
the c ent student needs 4n the above areas
and til inlative impact of current efforts in
these eas.-

II. Student inancial Aid:

A. Doll eft Presently Existing:

Recomme cation Five: .It is recommended
that the tate Board continue its support of
current p riding legiSlation for the Michigan
Opportuni Opant and Direct State Student
...ton Pro

Recommendation x: That the public com-
MunitYa an4.'`juni0r lieges and thos-%public
baccalaureate institutions which currently pr--
vide comm -college-functions establish some
form of stu enefinancial aid so that no s t
would be d zni'cod ,b.cces's to the first two years
of college-level,,lnstruction for lack "of adequate
financial resources;

r's

/

B. Delivery System:
""--No formal recommendations ar9 tfered here in

lieu of the research at is presen y under way
in this area, das iden fied gin. Chapttr

III. System Coordination:

No further formal recommendations are offered
here, but State Board is asked td comprehen-
sively' -review the emphases and, prior recom-
mendations covered in this regard in Chapter IV.

easa

Some of :these recommendations and comments call
for immediate action, some for long range study and
consideration. Some are somewhat general, grandiose"
and vague, while others are more detailed and specific.
These difference; may be a source of frustration to
some i,vhd will perceive the less action oriented gtaa-
ments and recommendations as "copouts." Yet as-
suredly this is not the case. All of these considerations,

vigoliously pursued should result in positive action-
dealing with the access problem. Some 'such action,
called for here is operational' while other is primarily
developmentarin nature, but this is to be expected in .
light of the largely uncharted area with which we are
dealing.; Research and consensus must, be the fore-
runners of action in such situations if public aesourcess
are to be responsibly utilized. Yet, the full commitment
to action is here if we cboose to support it.
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ThevIlonorable William 9: Milliken
Governor
yhe-State of Michigan
State Capitol Building

2Lansing, Michigan 48903

P. t,. 414

Dear Governor Milliken

APPENDIX A

September 10, 1970

.1/

- a

0

FINAL REPORT

We are transmitting herewith the final- report of the Special Task Force on Equal Opportunity in Higher
'Education which cyss established on May. V, 1970. e

We believ.e that. the report, sp,ealcs for itself and-that therefore, there is very little that we can, add to it. We
db want you to know, however, that in our opinion the members of the Task Force- as well as its staff did
an excellent job. As ,a result of extremely good cboperation of all Members of the group we were able-to pull .- .

together what we believe are reitlistic and useful recommendations in all the areas covered by 'the report

We appreciate Our interest in and commitment to the cause of equal opportunity for all persons. We hope
t at the Task Force report will be of 'use to you as you continue to strive to assure such equal opportunity. We

rtainly have a long Way to go befO-re this goal becomes a reality, but we know that with the leadership of persons
such as yourself, Michigan will continue to approach that goal.

, 'at
We believe that you and other officials of State government are truly committed to equal opportunity. We also

believe that the administrators of Michigan's institutions of, higher education have such a' commitment. What is
lacking, we believe, is a cgordinating mechanism whereby State ,government and ethicational institutions can
work cooperatively to thatAnd. Therefore we would suggest that you consider the esta,blishwent of a new
mechanism (such as a Joint Liaison Committee.), through which you, the Legislature, 'the Department of Education
and the institutions of higher ectiication can all work cooperatively to develop and implement programs assure i.

greater opportunity for all, as well as programs to improve the quality of education. )
The Task Force, as it points - out - in its report, was not able to answer all of the questions implicit in your Charge

to it. The shortness of time, and our mutual desire for quick progress, preventdd us from looking at some of the
. problems that contribute to the lack of equal opportunity. The members of the Task torce believe that it would

be useful for such subjects (which are mentioned in the report) to be considered by another similar group in
the near future with more time at its disposal...

4
With the transmittal of this report the Task Force belie\ ves, that, it has fulfilled the Charge given tp them

by you.
0 ci'

We plan no further activities unless you should make additional requests of us. We have enjoyed the oppor-
tunity to work in this area for you and we hope that you feel that the Task Force . has made a useful

0
o contribution.

to

William T. 'Patrick, Jr.
Co-Chairman (

,19
23

Sincerely,

Dan Smith
-Chairman ic,

4
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Goirertior'g Ta4c Forc :4 Equal Opportunity
Ii; Higher; Education

INTRODUCTI.a

ON

Anointment: o.0

The 'special Governor's Task Force on Equal dppor-
ty in Higher Education was established by Governor

William G. Milliken, on May 27, 1970., Membership on
the Task Force included: 4'

'William T. Pl%trick, PresidentNeW Detroit, In-
corporated '

Dan Smith, Vice-President & General Manager
Michigan Bell Telephone Company 7

(Co-Chairmen)

Dr. Dewey Barich, Mr." (yell Bonds, Mr. Noah
Brown, Dr. John Chavis, Mr. Dwight Havens, Dr.
James W: Miller, Mrs. Ola Nonen, Dr. John Porter,
the Honcirible William .Ryan, Mr. George Welch,

, Mrs. Martha Wylie and the Honorable Charles
Zollar.

Charge:

In hisTelter asking the aboVe to serve as' members
of the Task Force, the 'Governor outlined his purpose
in establishing the group: He said, in effect, that he
did not believe that enrollment and study opportunities
at the colleges and universities of Michigan (as well as
the country as a.whole) had been as available as they
should be to minority group students: therefore, he
was establishing the Task Force to see hoy Michigan
could improve its service to such persons. In his letter
of invitation the Governor also said: .

Certainly, decisions on enrollments and admissions prop-
erly -belong to the governing boards of institutions of
higher learning. Yet I believe that State government has
a responsibility, indeed an obligation, to assist such in-
stitutions, as well as to protect and advance the rights
of all our citizens.. r

Accordin4y, I have decided to establish a special er-
nor's Task Force on Equal Opportunity in Higher Educa-
tion. I am asking .that Task Force& to accept several
responsibilities.

1). To determine present enrollment patterns at all com-
munity colleges, colleges add universities in Michigan.

2). To review admissions and scholarship Programs at
all our public institutions 'of higher. education..

3). 'to review the recent eirtsts at the University Of
Michigan, and similar even ,e1s9where, to see wha,
can be learned from them.

4). To consider, eyaluate, and recommend to me as soon
as possible; suggested programs for increasing ,minority
enrollment in higher education, providing needed ds- .

`41- sistance to members of pinority groups, and promot- .
ing the cause of equal justice for

The Governor also said 44I know that minority
groups do not have equal access to higher education.
I alsO- know that -crisis demands4 and confrontations
always result in a hardening Of public opinion on both
sides of such issues. I believe, that a group ,pich as

A the one outlined' above can help substantially."
At the initial meeting of the' Task Force, in the

Governor's office, on May 27, 1970, the Governor
repeated the above charge fo the Task Force, and then
went on to add certain specifics:

1). The function of the Task F6rce is advisory.
They are to make recommendations to the
Governor in two distinct areas:
a). Recommendations as to possible courses

of action which lie within the authority
of the Governor, e.g., changes which the
Governor could suggest to the Legislature
regarding State scholarship programs, new
programs which, the Governor could pre-
sent to the i.egisilature at the next session,
fihanciat matters and priorities which the

,Governor could include hi his next budget,
etc.

b). Recommendations which the Governor in
turn . could pass on to the colleges and
universities of Michigan concerning ad-
mission policies, special tutorial programs,
special recruiting efforts, etc:"

The Gover4 stressed the fact that in this particular
area the power to decide lies with the colleges and
universities;; but he said th l! he was confident that
recommendations coming fifm the Task Force, and
himself, will receive favorable consideration by the
institutions of higher education.

20 '
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3). The Role of the ccs*unity, and
4). The Role of Stuarn

determine its pwn schedule, but said that/he was very The Task Farce delegate4he basic .assignment of

r1
. Schedule:

The Governor added that the Task Force should

hopeful thht the Task Force could present to him information collection and öjiiation to staff. ,Thateither a status report, or, preferably, a final report by
, September 1, 1970.* b Thi§' date waschQsen s that the
"Governor could include the reconithendatio

Force in big budget and progranypf
so that he could also pass on the Tomsk Force
mendations to Michigan colleges and univer
foe the Fall semester begins. -

He added that the Task9Force should be
as innoVative, and' as imaginative as possibl
shbuld, said tffe Governor, recognize "that

part of the Task. Force ftsSignment is contained in

of the the introductory remarks; the' remainder of the report
g, and represents the work. of TAS1( Force, Members..recom- .

ties, be- Campus UnffA Special froblerir:

as bold, As the Task Force prescOdeil.:if was plagued by
They a problem which was most Oiffiagt- to solve. The as-

e- State, .signment given to the gi?op by the Governor was
is bound by the framework of realitythat finuis are directed largely at the que4tiO'n of equal opportunity
Tunited, that institutions change slowly, etc.1fput even in higher education. Yet That question had ari:rn, in
while recognizing these limiting factors," the Governor part, llecause of rent instances of campus unrest
Said, "the Task Force should .not feel excessity. con- . The Task Force b4lieVed that incidents of 'campus
strained by them?: . unrest make it atdifficult for disadvantaged and '

should recognize that its assignment was 'non-. Accordingly, the 1,'t ask Force decided- dig it mutt eon-
Finally the Governor emphasized thaf the Taslc Force minority -group stip, nis to secure' ,equal opportunity.

partisan." The
advance the caus
pledged that he
capital out of th

ulY purpose 'ef. the group was to sider the subject Of campus unrest. At the same. time,
of equal opportunity. The G vemor the Task .Force 'recognized that this probleiii. is so
ould ao nothing to make olitical broad and so coMprehensive, se uPPY 2greUlisTask Force's activities, and h 'added looking at arid examining the- problem, :that therethat he expected members of

itake the same approach seemed to be little- practical utility in the Task Force
.

Procedure:

. , concentrating mUchsattention in thiliarea. Accordingly,
in the reporrof the Task Force tbe subject of campus
unrest is discussed, but only to the 'extent that it prop-
erly re/ates* the Charge to prOniate equal opportunity.The .Task. Force thus has had approximately three

months to conduct and complete its deliberations. It
haS held many meetings as a whole, and it has divided
into sub-committees which have held separate meet-
ings. Members of the Task Force ,(either collectively
or in small groups) have met with university adminis-
trators, with students, and with representatives of the
various constituencies involved in its Charge. Thus,
the seParate charges given to the Task Forcp have
been handled on occasion by separate sub-groulm; but
the final report is that of the total:Task Force:.

At an early meeting the Task Force decided that the
Charge given to it was so broad; and the time made
available to it for its procedures vas so 1imite, that
it would virtually be impo4ible for the group to work
on every subject as a group. Therefore, the group
decided to break its assignment dovin i separate:.
fields, and to organize the Task Force suli-co ulis 'tte;d.s;
with each sub-committee taking a particular assnis.
ment. Rig sub-committees Were established. A

1). The Role of the State, -I

2). The Role of the Institutions of
Education,

*Staff presented a status report to the Governor on A4g,b01..,20, 1970,
indicating that the final report would be delivered to:pfigoyernor by
September 15, 1970, at the latest.

r

.,This has presented some difficulties within theTask
Force itself, as the same subiect, has presented difficul-
ties within. the United States ash, whole. Some member;
of the Task Force believed that the group should look
-closely and comprehensively, at conditions in colleges
and universities generally, and, in a sense, evaluate them
aslinititutions of higher education; others believed that
the only legitiliate purpose- for the Task Force ,was
to examine the :institutions of higher education as' their
functioning affects the achievement, of --equal oppor-
tunity.

, We have not been able to solve this question com-
pletely; therefore, there are elements on both ap-.
proaches in the following report. -

The Task Force Unanimously, however; wishes to
go on record as stating its belief that a major part of
the solution to the problems of campus unrest, as well
as a major part of the establishment of the' co dition
of equal opportunity, is the full discharge of the re-

. sponsibility which the institutions of higher education
themselves possess. Members of thrTask Force believe
that a major cause of campus unrest has been the
attitude of college and university, administrators toward
students. Frequently, such administrations appear to
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believe at all student grievances are without 'founda-
tion. The Task Force recognizes that, on occasion,
suer grievances may be magnified, even substantially
exaggerated. We also believe, however, that in most
such instances students do have legitimate complaints,
and we therefore would recommend that such admin-

. istratons consider student complaints and grievances
with a more open mind and with .a willingness to con-
cede that the legitimate grievances do exist: Some mem-
bersof the Task Foice feel that American universities
are too resistant to change, too reluctant to adapt to
modern needs. Other members of the Task. Force
would put 'the idea differently. yet!all agree -that the
universities, colleges, and community colleges of this
State (as well as other States) do have. a sUbstandal
challenge confrOnting them.* The `Talk Force . Was
tOld by college students, well as by, others., who. have
talked closely with college students, -ilia a ala"cit'
lem confronting the college student tOdaYYPe rigidity
and the lack of sensitivity present' op too ina4 American
campuses. 'We have been told that suelf., conditiOns.
present , difficulties even for the student coMeS
from the high socio- economic background. The stu-
dent who comes from i,,disadvantaged background is
soirjetimes paraly'ied by such conditions :.Therefore the .

Task Force recoMmends strongly that eve$T'inititiitiOn
of higher education:. in this State should begin..and
continue: a oucess of continual self-examination and
self-renewal. Is the 'functioning of the institution really
in the interest of the students, and designed to Con--
tribute to their ability to fit into American society,
or, is the ,institution .functioning largely out of habit,
and because of what has been done in the past? Ques1,.,
tions likes these are diffiCult to answei. Yet we firmly
believe .,that .the answer to questions ;like these will
largely determine:the future of life on Ainericau. cam-
puses the deeades ahead:

. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON ENROLLMENT
AND STUDENT ASSISTANCE

Overall Enrollment:
.

More than" 400,000 studetits will be attending Michi-
gan's 93 institutions 'of higher education during the cbm-
ing 1970-71 sclool year. This means that one out of
every three Michigan residents bbtween the ages of
17 and 24- will be enrolled in 'a degree-granting institu-
tion this Fall.

Enrollment in MichigAn's colleges and universities -
has teen, increasing extremely rapidly in recent xear.s.-L
For example, in 119, eproltinent in Micingaies
colkges and, universities was 271,000 students. This
iyear the total enrciffin n estimated at 408,000.
students. This constitutes an ,increase In higher eanca-
tiocemullrft(mt of 131,000 students or 50;6% in Mich-
van in only five yearS.

In addition, while total enrollment has-been' increa-
Ing rapidly,' the enrollment mix between public four-
year colleges, private colleges, and conlinunity colleges
has been changing drastically. The major shift in this
changing enrollment mix has been the increasing nil-
portance of the community" colleges as, providers of

,higher education services and a'lessening'of dependence
:on the public four-year colleges and private colleges.
.his shift is illustrated ill Tabl§ elow.

1970
1105.

. ,

*This challenge is not easily met, On hune 15,1976;111e Task Force net
in .separate sessions with President ilobbeti Fleming and other meMbers
of the University of Michigan adininistration; and representatives of the
Black Action Movement. (A staff' transcript of these meetings is included
in,The'bificial Task Force report submitted to the .Governor.) The Task
Force was made aware that . although an agreement had .been reached,
there remains a serious lack of understanding, Confidence, and trust
between the administration and die students. Similar discussions with
officials. and students of other c011eges and .universities indicate that this
.unfortunate condition may exist at all institutions of higher education
in Michigan.:

TABL4' I
?

Total Four-Yer A, Private
Enrollment, Public Colleges \ Colleges

.

Cqtrununity
Colleges

408,000 217,000 53,000 138,000;
271,000- 167,000 47,000 57,000

+ '137,000 + 50,000 + 6,000 81,000
.11- 50.6% ,29.9% ± 12.8% + 142.1%

Because of These trends, ,higher education in Michi-
gan has become big business with total operating

41

budgets for chigan's 93 degree-granting institutions
in4the neigh)), pod 11 billion dollars per year

I' Furtheimorer ate support for higher education in
Michigan has alss6 been increasing rapidly with total
State support approachiftg $400' million annually. The
vast bulk of this State support (approximately 85% ),
goes to the 13 fourzyear public colleges. Public support
for the State's Community colleges is shared between
local propetty tax support and State financial' support.
At present, less than 40% of the community college
budget' are derived from State revenues.
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Minority Group Enrollment:

Despite these impressive growth figures, many qual- .

ified young people in Michigan, particularly those of
minority backgrounds, still will not be attending Michi-
gan's degree-granting colleges and universities this fall.
For example, while non-white youths account for
nearly 10% of the State's college age population be-
tween the ages of .17 and 24, they are expected to
account for only about 51/2 % of the State's copege
enrollment m 1970-71. As a result, less than 30,000
of Michigan's expected student enrollment of 408,000
will be minority group, students. Thus, less than one out,
of every four college age youths from minority group
backgrounds will be attending college this year.

The reasons for this disparity are many and varied.
The disparity is the result of a host of educational and
other inequalities. Consequently, "-there- is no single,
simple solution. While many qualified young people
in Michigan are denied the benefits of a higher educa-
tion solely because of insufficient financial resources,
money alone.will not be enough to insure equal op-
pottunity in higher education. Increased financial as-
sistance for needy students is required, but a valiety of
other supportive services and institutional Changes are
also required. The recommendations in this report
address themselves to both the financial queslion as
well as detailing the many other changes that are re-
quired to insure equal educational opportunity.

With the continuing demands on our rapidly-chang-
- ing, complex, technological society for more and, better

educated workers, the existence of educational in-
equality is not only' a hardship to' the individuals in-
volved, but also works against the best interests of.
-the entire society as well. While higher education is
not the only path to a more productive occupation
and a higher income for our. yoifng people today, it is
the primary road that most of them muss travel.

There were approximately 2,400,000 students in
Michigan's elementary. and secondary schools in 1969-
70. 'Of these, 86% were white, 12% were Black, 'and
nearly 2% were of Spanish-speaking, American Indian
or Orien0 backgrounds. In addition, Michigan's high
schools graduated 131,000 students this year. AP-

. proximately 8,500 or 6.5% of these high school grad-
uates were Black and 800 or .6% were of either
Oriental, American Indian, or Spanish-speaking .back-
grounds. .

Nearly half or, 64,000, of these recent high school
graduates have indicated that they intend to pursue a
highereducation this fall. This includes, approximately
4,100 Black students and nearlys400 students. Of other
minority backgrounds. .It is questionable whether all
of these ambitions will be realized. It is particiilarly y
queitionable for the minority group students since Most

. of them are starting out 'with a number of severe
handicaps.
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First, most minority group students come from socio-
economically deprived homes with annual family in=
comes_ substantially below that of most white college
stUdents. Thus, the financial requirements associated
with a higher education constitute a formidable barrier
for many of these young people since they can expect,
little or no financial support from their families. In
addition, most pdrentS of minority group college fresh-
men have less than an 8th grade education. Con-
sequently, the family social and cultural support that
is available to most college freslunen, is non - existent
for these students:

Secondly, many, Minority group students graduate
from inferior inner-city high schools. These schools
have inferior academic standards and inadequate re-
sources in comparison with other secondary schools in
the State. Thus,/ the students from these schools are
often ill-prepared to compete at the college level with
th. students front -more affluent schools and back7
grounds. They are often not'only socio-economically
disadvantaged but educationally disadvantaged as well.
With these handicaps it is surprising that as many do
aspire and succeed in their efforts to obhpin a higher"
education.

Unfortunately, man of these disadvantaged students
who do start college do not succeed in completing their
education.e..The college "drop -out. rate for Blacks is
twice the rate for White students, The,reasons for this
include financial difficulties, inadequate academic '<"

preparation, and social adjustment problems. It is
obvious that if equal for all is to
became a reality in Michigan, we will have to place
greater emphasis -on bOth the recruitment and retention
of, our disadvantaged students. ,,

There is a wide diversity of response; !Tom the State's
13 public four-year Colleges, 29 community colleges,
and 51private college's in terms of serving the needs of
our minority group student body. The enrollment of
non-white and: disadvantaged students is not evenly.
spread among 'these 93 institutions. Instead, this enroll- .
ment is heavily concentrated in only a few schools. For
example, two schoolsWayne State University and
Highland Park Junior College account for nearly 43%
of the State's total Black .student enrollment and only .

five; ,schoolsWayne. State University, Highland' Park u

Junior College, The University of Detroit,' Michigan'
tutherab Coltege, and'Eatern Michigan University,
account for better ..than 60% of the State's total Black
enrollment. Interestingly, while Black students constitute
nearly 10% of the total, student body among our com-
munity colleges, they make up less than 5% of thm,-;
student body in our four-year public colleges and our --
private colleges.

Furthermore, not only are our Black students con -'
centrated in a few of the State's 93 institutions of higher
learning, but they are further concentrated in only
relatively few fields of study. While complete inforna-
tion is not availdble, it is evident that our Black and



other non-white students are over-represented in such
traditional fields of study as teaching, nursing, and
social work. Conversely, they are grossly underrep-
presented in such fields as engineering, business Amin-
istration, and the physical and life sciences. ,

While most minority- students attend colleges_ and
universities located in major urban centers with a sig-
nificant minority group population in the community, a
fair number of minority stuclents.do attend colleges and
universities in other and smaller communities tat are
almost exclusively white communities. As a result, the
social adjustinent and anxiety problems facing these
minority group students (as evidenced by several con-
frontations in recent years) is even more severe than
those faced by most minority group students.

Financial Support:

The majority of students attending Michigan's insti-
tutions of higher learning today require some financial
assistance either from their families. .or from outside
sources. These outside sources of support, which are
particularly important to the disadvantaged student, in

'dude the federal government, private scholarships and
tuition grants, state scholarships and tuition grants, and
student aid from the schools themselves. Bettey than
one out of every three students enrolled in higher
education in Michigan receive some financial assistance
from- the school that they attend. Q

The primary' sources of student financial, assistance
from the State are the State Competitive Scholarship
Program. and the State Tuition Grant Program. -These
two programs in 1969-70 provided State aid to. 24,500
students in the amount of $12,200,000. For the 1970;-
71 school year, an additional 4,000 competitive
scholarships and 1,800 tuition grants have been awarded
to in-coming freshmen. Despite the fact that a dis-
proportionate share of the financially needy freshmen
students are minority group students, less, than 4% of
these State scholarships and only 12% of the State
tuition grants were awarded to students with minority
group backgrounds. ,The distribution of 'these State
scholarships and tuition grants by racial background is
shown in Table 11 below.

'TABLE II
Distilbiution of 1970-71 Freshmen Scholarships and

Tu 'on Grants 'by Racial' Background of Student
- ,

SCHOLARSHIPS TUITION GRANTS TOTAL
No. of No. of No. of

Students % Students % ° Students %
American

. Indian 1 0.1
Black 37 0.9
'Oriental , 8 0.2
Spanish-
American 6 0.1
White 3,895 .96.3
Other 97 2.4

Total' 4,04 100.0

1 0.1 . 4 0.1
147 8.2 184 .,3.1

3 0.2 11 0.2

15 0.8 21, 0.4
-1,578 88.3' 5,473 93.8

43 2.4 140 2.4

1,787 100.0 5,833 100.Q

.,

Of the approximately 60,000 white college freshmen
expected in Michigan's Colleges and 'universities ,this
fall, nearly 7% will be receiving scholarships and nearly.
3% will be receiving tuition grants from the State. Of
the better than 4,000 Black college freshmen expectdd
this fall, howe'ver, less thafr/ % will be receiving State
scholarships, while about 4% will be receiving tuition
grants. As an aside,while more -than half of the 1970-71
freshman class in Michigan will be attending com-
munity colleges in' the State, only 7% of the freshmen
scholarships were aivarded. to students planning to
attend a., community college. In addition, more than
half of the scholarship awards went to students planning
to attend just twcyLIchools the University of Mich-
igan and Michigan State Universiiy.-

Furthermore, since the average gross parental income
of this year's freshman*, scholarship .and tuition grant
recipients is approximately $10,500 per year, it is
evident that many of our State's neediest students are

1 not participating in these. grants. As the State Plan for

-

Higher Education in Michigan states: ,

An obvious and serious difficulty exists in that there is' no aid program designed specifically for students from
culturally and educationally deprived circumstances.

Additional. Information and Further Study:

It was with this background inforMation in mindthat
the Governor's Task Force on Equal Opportunity in
Higher Education developed the "recommendations de-
tailed in this teport. It should be pointed out that in
many instances, the efforts of the' Governor's Task.
Force to develop recommendations more fully were
hampered because of the unavailability :of additional
detailed information relating 'to minority students.\
Some of the areas where additional information would
have been useful include all' types of student financial
assistance.by racial/ethnic background of student; class
and curriculum of minority ,students by institution;
adequacy of secondary education; in- and .out- migration
of all students and minority students; racial and ethnic
background of College faculty and other university
personnel; and recent changes in supportive services
and other institutional arrangements designed to meet
the needs of minority students.

Unless improvements in the collection and dissemi-
'nation of relevant information regarding the rolg of
minority group students in Michigan's higher education
system is forthcoming, the ability to measure progress
toward the goal of equal educational opportunity for all
will be severely' restricted.

In addition, the Task Force would like 'to point out
that many important questions contained at least im-
plicitly. in its Charge could not be adequatefy handled
-by, the group because of limitations oftiine, Questions
concerning thd extent of equal opportunity in,education

24
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before college, the opportunities (or lack thereof) for
employment after college, inequities in education and
employment opportunity for women, as well as the very
broad question of who "should" receive a higher educa.-
tion, all these and other subjects require examination
and positive action. We word urge that such questions
be entrusted to another group with 'a greater amount
of time.

it>

The information contained in this section was compiled frign the
following sources:

1. Report on the Distribution of State Scholarships and Tuition
4 Grants, Michigan Department of Educat1on.

2. Compliance Report of institutions of Higher Education (Uder
Title VI of tho Civil Rights. Actof 1964.

3. State Plan for Hisper Education in Michigan, Michigan Departmkt
of Education.

0

0

0

a

4. Preliminary Analysis of the 1413 -69 School Racial Ceasus, hfichigan
Department of Education. 21

5. Statement by Alexander Heard, Chancellor of Vhnderbilt University,
(on completion of his mission as Special Advisor to tho _President, July
23, 1970)..

6. Survey of Post-SecOndary Educational Plans of Milron High
School Graduates, Michigan Department of Education.

7. Vocational Preparation and Race in Michigan Higher Education,
Mleirkfan Civil Rights Commission..

8. Equal Opportunity in Higher Education, Michigan Civil Right4
Commission.

9. Discussion of Possible Changes in State Competitive Scholarship.
Program, Michigan bepartment of Education.

10. Higher Education Aid for, Minority 'Business, U.S. Dept. of Con-
mace.

11. Survey of Scholarship Assistance in Michigan Colleges-land lint-
versifies, Governor's Offico for Urban Affairs..

12. Detail of Current Operations.of the EXecutive Budget, Executive
Office ot the Governor.

13. Unpublished Population Projections, the University of Michigan.
14. Conversations with various members of the Michigan Department

of Education. -

tS
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GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
- IN X-11-611ER EDUCATION'

,TRik FORCE SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS

I. RECOMMENDATION& tONCERNIN6 THE
ROLE OF. STATE GOVERNMENT IN ASSUR-.
ING EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER
EDUCATION ,

We believe &at all citizens of Michigan have a stake
in the assurance of equal opportunity in all fields of
human endeavor, including higher education. Each per-
son, each community, each educational institution has
a significant contribution to make. Yet the role of the
State, while lithited, must be paramount, since State
government has the power and resources to stimulate
the total Michigan. society to move forward.

We believe that State government is aware of this
responsibility, as is demonstrated. by the Gcivernor's
appointment of this Task Force on Equal Opportunity
in. Higher Education. The State has done much to
promote this objective. Yet we believe that the State
can and should do much more than at present. Accord-
ingly we recommend:

A. That State government clearly and unequiv-
ocally reaffirm its commitment to equality of
opportunity in all areas, including higher
education.

We recognize that the Michigan Ccinstitution of.
1963 incorporates clearly the requirement that
all persons are entitled to equal opportunity in
all areas. The Michigan Civil Rights Commis-
sion, and other bodies, were established to

/96 assure such equal opportunity. Nevertheless,
we have not as yet reached the point where
'equal opportunity is a fact. Accordingly, this
Task Force recommends that the Governor
(perhaps in his State -of- the- State Address next
year) clearly remind the people of Michigan

. that all persons are entitled to equal oppor-
tunity, that he reaffirm State government's in-
,tentiod to assure such equal opportunity, and-
that he call on all people throughout the State,'
and all institutions, to do their part to assure
such equality of opportunity through some
appropriate device.

B.

O

We recognize that cynics may contend that ver-
bal commitments mean little. We disagree, We
believe that such reaffirmations by the Gover-
nor i&nd the Legislature will clearly put Mich-
On on record as insisting on equal oppOrtunity,
and that subsequent policies and programs will
be thereby influenced.

That changes be effected in the Michigan Com-
petitive Scholarship Program and the Michigan
Tuition Grants Program so that an increasing
number and percentage of thectwards will go
to the disadvantaged.

The Michigan Competitive Scholarship Pro-
gram, and the Tuition Grant Program were
both established to assist needy and worthy
young people in securing access to higher edu-
cation. Both programs are worthwhile. Yet both
are established and administered in such a way
that the disadvantaged student benefits little
from them.

Available statistics reveal several, significant
facts: --
1). Less than four percent. of the freslunan

competitive scholarships go to minority
group students such as Blacks; American
Indians, or Mexican-Americans;1

2). A somewhat larger percentage (but still
less than 12% ) of the freshman tuition
grants go to minority group students;

3). The average gross parental income' of stu-
dents receiving competitive scholarships or
tuition gdnts is around $10,500.00. Clear-
ly, then, programs are not helping minority
group students or disadyantaged students
as they should.2

1. Report on the Pistribution'of.State Scholarships and Tuition Grants,
Michigan Department of Education.

2. Ibid.
3. Scholarship Coordinator, Michigan Department of Education.
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4 We accordingly recommend:
1) . That the criteria of eligibility be altered,

to give greater consideration for those who
are culturally, socially or economically dis-
advantaged.

2)6... That the criteria of eligibilitysbe expanded-
to include recommendations based on stu-
dent potential, rather than insisting solely
oil student performance, in ,mass testing
which may be socially or culturally biased.

,

3). That the Scholarship and 'Tuition Grant
'Programs°pe furthe5 expanded (that they
be funded at a greater level) so as to
provide opportiinity fat a regularly in-
creasing number of students.

4). That the ditvenior, and . the Legislature
direct the Department of Education to so
administer the Michigan competitive schol-
arship program and the tuition grant pro-
gram that in the academic year of 197J-72
a minimum of 10% of total awards be
made to disadvantaged (minority ;,',group)
students:

5). That- both scholarship and tuition grants
be made available to students on a full
academic year basis, rather than on a
semester basis. Many disadvantaged stu-
dents find their initial enrollment pedal
very difficult and at times have academic
problems. The awarding of a scholarship
or a tuition grant for a full academic year
woul lighten this unusual burden, withou,
lowering standards overall.

6). That the Governor urge the Legislature
resist the temptation to threaten the wit
drawal of public assistance front students
who participate in campus unrest. Those
found guilty, after due process, of viola-

x *on of laws should certainly be punished
according to law, but State aid programs

not l< administered in coercive or
punitive 'ways., -

C. That special attempts be made to inform dis-
advantaged students and their parents of
available programs and assistance and oppor-
tunity.

We do not believe that disadvantaged .students
are sufficiently aware of State programs of as-
sistance for which they .could .qualify. To be
sure, many disadvantaged st dents tOday neg-
lect to apply for such progra s, believing that
they cannot qualify Yet, we elieve that there
is often a lack of awareness on their part of
the availability of, such. programs.

.
Cl4nges such as those suggested immediately
above will lead to greater success by disad-
vantaged students in seeking and securing State
assistance. Yet we also believe that greater
efforts must be made by State and eduCational
officials to inform such students of programs
which are available, as well as to encourage
them to seek to cOalify for such programs.

D. That the State budget process regarding higher
education include special consideration for the
needs-of Mb disadvantaged:

We have found that few institutions of 'higher
education are really seeking to promote equal-
ity of opportunity in all of its implications. At
most, there is a natural tendency to be content
with the enrollment of an increasing percentage
of minority students. Yet enrollment alone can-
not succeed for ni st minority students; other
services and aids, e vitally'needed.

Thereforeve reco end to the Governor that
when he issues his budget guidelines to the
State's institutions of higher education, he in-
clude as priorities: '

2);

Increased enrollment of disadvantaged
and minority group students.
Supportive services for such students 'in-
cluding relevant, appropriate and personal-
ized counseling, testing, recreational and
leisure activities. Without appropriate sup-

ive services, such students will too
often "fail ".

3); "In-service training" for teachers, coun-
selors and administrators, to better prepare
them to deal effectively with disadvantaged
and minority group students.

E. That the Governor call to the attention of the
institutions of higher education the particular
housing needs of disadvantaged students; that
he encourage the institutions of higher educa-
tion to take special action to help meet these
needs. We alfo recommend that the institu-
tions of higher education should make spocial
attempts to assist the disadvantaged student
where necessary in securing part-time employ-
ment, either on or off campus.

We have found that one of the most acute
problemi facing disadvantaged students, par-
ticularly Black students, relates to housing. On-'
campus hous4 is of course available for such
students. Yet, increasingly today there is a trend

tor an ever larger number of sttidents, particu-
larly after the completion of their first year,
to sdek off-campus housing. Such is frequently
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not available to disadvantaged or minority group
students, primarily because of community atti-
tudes. -

We believe drat every institution of higher edu-
, cation should adept a policy which will promote

equal housing opportunity for all students. We
have been told, for example,' that some insti-
tutions have maintained a discriminatory list of
housing availabilities. Such a practice is illegal:
It must be halted.

We further believe that every institution of
higher education should adopt a policy which
will promote equal employment opportunity for
all students. This is particularly important as
many disadvantaged students are in need, of
part-time employment.

F. That special programs be dev eloped for dis-
advantaged students and that the State provide

:financial support for such programs when
developed. 0

The students from disadvantaged backgrounds
cannot initially be expedted to approach or
perceive campus life from the same vantage
point as those from higher socio-economic set-
tings. The disadvantaged Sttldent has to main%
Min high standards and at the same time de-. velon appropriate study skills toecempensate for
inadequate preparation. In addition,- such stn-
dents frequently suffer from real feelings of
inadequacy and insecurity,

,We believe this transitional period can be eased
significantly and chances for success can be .

enhanced with an increase in the number of
specific programs aimed at disadvantaged and
minority group students. Such students will
require speciaLassistanie for some time. There-
fore, we believe that the State should encourage
the universities and colleges of Michigan. to
develop and to conduct such special programs.
Inrparticular, we recomtuld the State of Mich-
igan should consider the development of a State-
sponsored Talent Search Program.

We believe that one of the problems that dis-
advantaged students at times -have difficulty
fitting into an existing educational environment
relates to the particular character of the curric-
ulum of such , an institution. Accordingly, we
recommend that the°State encourage all of our
institutions of higher education -tit develop
relevant and appropriate courses in minority
group history and culture, and to include such
courses and such subjects where appropriate
all throng/I the curriculum. In .particular we
urge the State to remind every educational in-
stitution that 'it should make every effort to
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make certain that its courses are Complete arid
that they include the contributions and the ac-
tivities of all of the groups that have made
America what it is today. '
In this way, all students, whether they come
from minor* groups or majority groups, will
better appreciate the historic and pi.esent con-
tributions of minorities to the development of
the American nation.

We also believe that all institutions of higher '
education should be encouraged to hold sem- -

. inars. and other programs designed to sensitize
their faculties and administrationi to the par-
ticular problems of disadvantaged students,.
to make them aware....-of the circumstances
which have influenced

and
position ot,minority

groups in. America, and to en ourage them to
participate in the developme t of plans to,
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promot academic acbievemen ,, especially con-
' cerning American Indian, Mexican-American,

and Black students. ,

Many .institutions of higher education are 'al-
ready malting efforts in this regard.*- Most
such Aograms have come about as a result
of private funding (foundation support). We
believe that" the State should support such pro-
gratn.s financially since they are a part of equal
educational opportunity.

G. That the right of dissent be protested, even
while the process of education is assured.

Certainly one of the most, volatile issues which
is present on the campus today concerns the
question of, how far the right to dissent should
be assured. Some contend that the right 4to-
dissent is absolute, and society has no authority
to curb dissent under any circumstances. Others
contend that the campus is note a natural en-
vironment, and that therefore, students should
be denied some of the rights that others out
in 'the general society have. We' believe that
both of these extremes are incorrect.

Institutions of higher educatiOn are Concerned
with the pursuit of truth. And one of the char-
actetistics of truth is that it is not 'always pe-
ceived by the majority of 'a given community.
It is for this reason that the right of dissent
is essential.. We' believe, therefore, that State
government should do everything that , it can
to make certain that the right of, dissent is pro-
tected. Such protection is especially necessary
for the minority student who is often falsely
accused of fomenting unrest through dissent.

Descriptions of programs promoting equal opportunity in 'higher
education at various colleges and universities throughout Michigan are
contained as an appendix to the official document
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Because these students feel particularly ttireal-
ened, State and university officials have a
special responsibility to provide for their safety.

We also believe that th right must be exer-
cised responsibly: Therefore we think that the
State must also, assure that the normal process.
of education is protected. What we are saying
in effect is that governnient must be vex-, care-
ful that it does not allow the exercise of argu-
ment to de$roy .the educatjonal environment
or educational process; at the same time it
must be careful to make certain that the neces-
sity of protecting the educational process does
not lead to the denial of the right of speech
and the right to dissent. Certainly these .two
are difficult to reconcile, yet they can and
must be reconciled.

H. That procedures be developed within each in-
stitution of higher eduiation, and that the'State
level generally, to reduce campus unrest when
it occurs, and to prevent it wherever possible.

WL believe that recent instances of campus
unrest have jeopardized the availability of equal,
oPportariity in higher education. Unfortunately,
such instances have been perceived by many
people as having been fomented by the demands
of Black students. While this has snot always
been the case, it has unfortunately always been
perceived as such. Aside from the fact that
campus unrest agitates the general society, it
also therefore jeopardizes equal opportunity.
Consequently, we would hope- that such in-
stances of unrest can be reduced and perhaps

,eliminated' completely.

We believe that State Tovemnlent should urge
every institution of higher education to make
certain that it is able to provide and to utilize
specific, carefully 'elaborated procedures which
will prevent or reduce campus unrest. In many
of the instances with which wo are familiar,
campus unrest has arisen from the fact that
there was no normal channel of communication
which worked. We believe that every institution
should develop, and explain to its student body,
procedures for /facilitating communication be-
tween students/and the administration, includ-
ing appropriate and specific mechanisms where- 1.

by students can Tresent problems, grievances
and recommendations to administrators; in this
way, much campus unrest could be prevented.
We urge Stale government to take the lead in
encouraging all institutions to develop such
procedures.

Even where such procedures. are developed,
they will not always work effectively. There-

'
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fore we, believe' that the State should make
certain that other process& are available to
assist in such situations. The Michigan eivli
Rights. Con4mission, which is constitutionally
directed to promote and protect equal rights
for all has vast experience in resolving campus
disturbances particlarly where race is fell to'
be a factor. Instit tions of higher education,
should be encouraged to call on the good
offices df the Civil Rights Commission. In
aildition, the Depastment of Education has
substantial experience in such matters. We are
confident that it would be willing to extend its
seivices to assist in such situations.

.F.urther, we recommend that the Governor
sedously consider the establishment of a Panel
of Campus Mediators. Basically what this
means is that the Governor 'Would pull together
a list of ten, fifteen, 'or twenty experientitd
mediators, possibly utilizing such resources as
the American Association of Arbitrators, or
Ideal groops affiliated with A.A.A., such as
The Center- for Settlement in Detroit,
and would announce that such mediators were
available to assist both administraticin and
student groups where communication had
broken down. The State would not send such
persons into a campus situation unless it was
requested to do so, .but if requested to do so it
would be quite willing to make them available.
We belieVe that the presence of such persons
on campus in the early stages of confrontations
could- be quite useful, because they could apply
the experience they have learned- in other cir-
cumstances to bring the two sides together and

ake° certain that progress is achieved. NatOr.:
ally, we believe that State government should
respect the independence and integrity-of in-
stitutions of higher education, and therefore
such mediators should not be sent in without the,
request and the support of the administration
as well as the student body. We recognize that
educational administrations will be reluctant to
request mediation. It is, however, preferable to
a 'request for police assistance, a request which
has been necessary in too many instances .in
academic situations.

That the process of accreditation of colleges,
and universities be expanded to include con-
sideration of the extent to which the institution

. truly seeks to provide equal opportunity for dll
persons. -

All institutions of higher learning periodically
undergo evaluation by accrediting. agencies.
Such accreditation usually includes considera-
tion of the quality an/d....training of they faculty,
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of curriculum, of library and other supportive
services. We believe, that accrediting agencies
should include in 'their evaluation the com-
mitment which the' institution ihas to equal op-
portunity. Under the Constitution of. Michigan
all State institutions must be so committed,
however, we have found a variety of commit-
ments. We believe it would be' helpful if equal
opportunity considerations were included in the
procedures of such acecrediting institutions.

J.. That the State program of Neighborhbad Educa-
tion Centers, presently being established, work
closely with the institutions of higher education
in Michigan to make certain that persons who'
complete training at Neighborhood Education

'Centers will 'be admissible to colleges and
universities.

Governor Milliken proposed, and the Legis-
lature 'enacted, an experimental Program- of
Neighborhood Education Centers to work prin-
cipally with young people who have "droppe
out" of high school. This program is preSen

being established.

We recommend that the program work closely
with representatives of community collegesc
colleges and universities throughout Michigan
to assure that young; people who successfully
complete the progr 'at a Neighborhood Edu-
cation Center will ccepted in an institution
of higher educatio

K. That the State ass an increasing responsi-
bility for the support of community colleges
and that this support e appropriated on a
more equitable basis.

We have found that a 1 rge proportion of the
disadvantaged students in ichigan who pursue
education beyond the high school do so in com-
munity colleges. The reasons for this are very
clear. Such institutions: are located near the
students' homes, the cost Of attending them is
ranch smaller than is the 'ase with an estab-
lished four-year institution d frequently their
curriculum ismore relevan to the needs of-the
disadvantaged students.
At tilie present time the
financial assistance to such

ate provides some
titutions, but the

level of assistance is far less than that made
available to four-year institutions. In this way
the State is in fapt not giving as much assistance
to the disadvantaged as to those from higher
socio-economic backgrounds. , ,

°
We believe that community colleges are particu-
larly important for minority and disadvantaged
students; they are also ipportantJf6r the entire

ry

State because it is largely through the com-
munity colleges that technical /yo &ational ede-
cation_is made available. We danot believe
that the traditional college curriculum is neces-
sarily the best avenue for all high school grad-, t'
uates to pursue. Therefore a strong community
colleg,vystem is essential. °Is"

"Accordingly, We recommend' that the level of 11

State support for community colleges be sub-
stantially increased so that the State can more
fully keep its constitutional commitment to

.provide_ equal Roppirturiity. Therefore, we rec- .
omraend that State support for community
colidgeS. be adjusted so that each student re-
ceives the same amount of assistance from the
State. Each institution should receive appro-
priate assistance based on the number of stu-
dents enrolled, .with the per capita assistance

. being generally the same. ° >.

II.. ,RECOMMENDATIONS COPCERNING THE
ROLE OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDU-
CATION lig PROVIDIN EQUAL OPPOR-
TUNITY IN HIGHER E UCATION

The:achievement -of .equal* ,ortimity in higher
J4ducation is .the prey concern of all citizens of Mich -

gan. Many individuals, organizations, and institutions
throughout the State have worked diligently toward
the achievement of this goal. Yet, despite the, efforts
of so many people and groups, equal opportunity
in higher education is not yet a reality in Michigan.
Many minority and disadiantaged -students are still
denied equal `accew to the' facilities of higher, educa-
tick,. and equal right to use those facilities once they
have been granted access.

While the goal of equal opportunity in higher edu-
cation is properly the concern of all, and while the
individual, the community, and the State as a whole
have a responsibility to discharge, the primary respon-
sibility for achieving andsiimpletnenting that goal rests
with the ind.vidual institutions of higher education in
this State. We know that these institutions are both
willfng and nxious to fulfill their responibilities to

.all the citizen of Michigan. Therefore, we recommend:

A. That a I of the two and four-year colleges and
univer ities throughout Michigan adopt a clear
stater nt of their intentions and their/deter-
mination to assist in achieving equal 4ppor-
tunity or all. We believe tbattuniversitiei and
college should do more' than adopt such a
statem nt, that they should move with vigorous
and effective programs to equalize and maxi-
mize educational opportunities for both

,minorities and disadvantaged students.
l

The adOption Hof such statement, and the'
effectuation of the commitment to move toward
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B. That uniform data retarding minority group
individuals be collected by all institutions of
higher education in th -following categories:

Minority and disa s vantaged Black, Orien-
lal and white stu ent,s with separate cate-
gories for Mexic -American, American
Indian, students b class and curriculum.

.2). Black, Orient 1, Mexi° can-American,
American-Indian aculty by discipline and
rank.

3). Black: Oriental, exican-American, and
Airterican-Indian i. ersonnel in supporting
(staff roles by jo classificaiion, for ex-
rample, personnel admissions, counseling,
(financial aids, he services, administra-
tion; secretarial taff, security, housing,
athletics, mainten. A, etc.

This information shoul be collected annually
by all two and folif-year institutions of higher
education in Michigan at each fall registration
period and submitted to the StatooDepartment
of Education no later than October 15 of the
year in' question. It would be our expectation
that the State Department Of Education would
be willing to publish this data and make it
available to the public on or befere December 1
of the year in question so that we: can better
understand and-appreciate the nature, the mag-
nitude and current status of our efforts to eval-
ize educational $iportunities in Miehigaefor
minority and disadvantaged students.
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. That in addition to accelerating the recruitment
of Black, Oriental,. American-Indian, and
Mexican-American surnamed students, vig-
orous efforts be made by all institutions of
higher education to increase the number of
qualified Black, Oriental, American-Indian and
Mexican-American faculty and supporting staff
members.

The, under-representation of minority group
arid disadvantaged students on most campuses
in Michigan is exacerbated by the fact that
these campuses also employ relatively few mi-
nority grup faculty members' and supporting
staff personnel. Obviously, there is no intention
or expectation on the part of the staff of the
Task Eorce that universities will employ un-
qualified people, therefore, we are not suggest-
ing employment or recruitment of Blacks or
other minorities as such. We do bell= that
qualified people from all minority groups are

----available, and that universities arid, colleges
. which really wish to recruit them can do so.
We believe they should do so. We also believe
a two-pronged approach is requiieda pro-
gram gi both active recruitment of minority
students, as well as active recruitment of facul

, members and supporting staff. Unless bo
of these activities are engaged in at tlielame
time with equal vigor,neither can succeed. Byth
are essential.
We also point out that recruitment does not
simply mean the process of trying to encourage
minority group or disadvantaged students to
enroll. Recruitment also mean_ s providing the
necessary structured programs of incentives de-
signed to inspire and stimulate realistic levels
of aspiration for faculty, supporting, staff mem-
Ters and students Coining from minority, ethnic
gioups or from economically deprived sections
of our economy.

D. That the governing .board and chief adminis-
tiative personnel of each community college,
college, and university, together with their
respective faculty and student ,leaders should
begin work immediately to establish enroll-
'ment goalls for minority and disadvantaged
students.

We recognize that for many reasons the capa-
bilities of the 93 degree-granting institutions in
Michigan vary considerably insofar as their
ability to meet the needs of our minority. group
and disadvantaged students is concerned.. There-
fore, these goals should be realistically geared
to the( resources of the individual ihstitution,
including, such factors as geographical location,
community environment, and finances. We fur-
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ther recommend that these goals should be
established fop each of the next five years, and
be made public by April 1, 1971.

That faculties at each institution begin system-
atic efforts to include the lessons of the. Black
and other minority experiences in each of the
academic disciplines wherein applies.

e,
Discussions with minority, students at a variety
of Michigan campuges point up the fact of the
commonality of their grievances, regardless of
campus: ,

One of the grievances_that appears to be ap-
plicable to all Michigan colleges and universities
is the irreleVancy of most course curricula to
minority student needs.',:4spirations, and ex-
periences.

Institutions of higher 'education, as they now
exist, are designed:to primarily serve the needs
of those students coming from white; middle-
class backgrounds': Minority students who are
concerned with the heritage and present life
patterns of their communities cannot now find
curricula which properly address themselves
to that existence, Special techniques and re-
sources must be developed to enable them to
bring their present communities to a better life.
Such concerns: might include. the development
of relevant materials for teaching children, and
the development of techniques for strengthening
minority business and economics. They might
also include a greater sensitivity toward the
-needs of minorities in areas such as medicine,
psychology, fine arts, urban planning, and most
other curricula.

The belief that these needs are :legitimate is'
'hared by the greater student body of many
institutions.

That colleges and universities take greater
initiative through their faculty, students and
administration to become more fully involved
with the students, teachers, administrators and
programs of the junior and senior high schools
in their respective areas.

We note with a sense of encouragement the
current initiative that the Legislature and the
Governor have given in the form of a Street
Academy Act designed to stimulate the creation
of programs to assist the drop out and the
potential drop out students. Through personal
and formalized contact, college and high school
personnel can jointly design, pilot projects to
reach the minority and disadvantaged students
to''whom higher education seems like a remote,

a
if not an impossible, expectation even though
many of these young people have a level of
native intelligence, intellectual curiosity and
potential motivation to become good calculated
risks to succeed in our institutions of higher
education.-

a.

G. That institutions of "higher education in Mich-
igan give evidence of their commitment to
equalize educational opportunities for 4ority
and disadvantaged students by prowding,
within their respective levels of financial cap-
abilities, supportive and compensatory, pro-
grams.

Such programs should include tpersonalized
counseling, tutoring services, reading . clinics,
prograns designed to,t:Iring significant achievers
to the campus as role Aodels with whom minor-
ity mid disadvantaged studepts could identify,

1, and cultural media relevant't&the experiences
of minority and disadvantaged students. Further-
more, college and university financial aids pro-
gram directed specifically toward minority
students should be develope . from monies gen-
erated+ by the university through its tuition
charges and private solicitations in addition to
the federal and' State funds that are acquired
specifically for student financial aid: Over and, -
above the suppoitive and.compensatory services
that the university offers the student when he
actually enrolls, there is a need to provide
structured summer orientation and study pro-
grams for the minority and disadvantaged stu-

klents who have been admitted for fall enr011-
mentifteigfote, we further recommend that
these colleges and uniVersities develop and 4-
pand summer programs for newly-enrolled
minority students similaf to the summer Up-
ward Bound programs.

H. Thpt colleges and universities in Michigan re-
flect their appreciation and comprehension ,of
the significance of minority ethnic group
achievers by appointiqg such persons to both
advisory and .decision-making committees and
by bestowing university honors upon said in-
dividuals i n c I u ding distinguished alumni
awdrds, of merit and honorary degrees..

On the whole, we have found that minority,
ethnic group persons are under-represented on
.such advisory and decision-making committees.
W2p- also have found that university honors too
barely go to such people.

According to a survey of 32 four-year co
in Michigan conducted by the Detroit Urban
League, only ./Vo of the Honorary DoVordte
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degrees awarded by these colleges have ever
been awarded to Blacks.*

Thal all Michigan colleges and universities
work cooperatively with students to establish
systematic mechanisms and/or procedures for
handling. student problems and grievances as
well as for presenting and responding to pro-
grams to promide equal opportunity. Further,
we straitly recommend that once such mech-
anisms and procedurei have been established,
administrations should utilize them and ,sup-
port them.

We believe that a major source of campus
a problems has /been the lath'- of communication
between admibistrations and students. In crisis
situations, it is difficult to establish new sys-
tems or mechanisms. We belleye,that the con-
tinual existence and utilization of such systems
can prevent misunderstanding. In the event a
-misunderstanding 'should arise, such a system
can help end it. Moreovsince many students
believe that administrators are not sincere when
establishing sucti-mechanisms, we believe that w.
it is essential for administrators to make it clear
that they will meet students halfway and co-
operate in promoting the common good of their
total educational community.

J. That all Michigan colleges and universities
undertake a full review of their traditional
examination and grading systems.

It is the considered judgment of this Task Force
that the traditional examination and grading

t' systems %employed by most colleges and univer-
sities in' Michigan treat 'minority group and
disadvantaged students unfairly as they relate
to their specific' needs. Therefore, the purpose
of such a review would not be to eliminate
the judgmental 'factor but rather to make the
exercise of judgment more 'truly reflective of
sound objective analysis, of the student's .level
or promise, potential and preparation for
achievement.

Michigan colleges' and universities should work 1'

in the direction of developing more adequate
and reliable indices to discover the existence
of traits, level of motivation and intellectual 0

'curiosity, deemed necessary to make a student
a good prospect to meet the college's or uni-
versity's requirements satisfactorily and to profit
from the experience. 0

11

Furthermore, this endeavor should be 'coupled
with the development of viable, ,supportive and
compensatory services offered to minority akd

*The response to the Urban League Survey is contained in the
Appendix in the official report presented to, the dovernor.

t.
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disadvantaged students so that these revised
Indices can be most effectively implemented.

That all colleges' and universities in Michigan
make an appropriate financial commitment to
help defray the college and university expenses
of their minority or diiadvantaged students.

We believe that equal opportunity is bests
realized when there is student, institutional and
societal involvement in the financial commit-

- ment required to meet the minority or sdisad-
vantaged students' college *and university ex-
penses.

We further believe that equal opportuniiy is best
promoted within a firm structure of student
support including financial assistance from
society (Legislative appropriations, student tui-
tion money and 'private grants), work (a stident
can and probably should be involved in work-
ing a limited number of hours in order to make
a specific contribution to the financial package),
and loans (modest but reasonable parental and
student commitment). Institutional commit-
ment should be made in terms of a specific
allotment of university funds for supportive
and compensatory programs. We believe that
equal opportTity should not; and cannot be
a totally freepuckage to students. The key to
achievement in this case is involvement by
society, by the student, and by the institution.

That inter-institutional cooperative agreements sat".
be workeil out between the various colleges
and univelsities to,facilitateihe adipittance of
minority and disadvantaged student bacca-
laureate graduates into graduate and pro !
fessional, programs.

The special problems of minority group and
disadvantaged students are not confined to the
under-graduate level. Therefore, institutional
support and recognition of the legitimate needs
and aspirations of minority graduate students
should not be ignqred. We believe that the
development of the aforementioned cooperative
agreements would be of considerable help to
these students. Additionally, of course, every
effort should be made fo seek the financial
assistance that gwcfuld be needed to eqUalize
educational opportunity for minority 'and dis-
advantaged students at the graduate level..

RECOMMENDATIONS. CONCERNING THE
.R0hE OF THE COMMUNITY IN ASSURING
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDU-
CATION

z
We believe that the interests of the State as a whole

include the interests of each community in the State.
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We also believe that each community can contribute
significantly to the achievement of equal opportunity
in higher education, as in 'all other fields of human
concern. .

Aecordingly, we recommend:

A. That every community in the State, through its
gOvernmental and educational leaders, make'
a clear commitment to equal, opportunity in
higher education. In order to accomplish this
objective, we further recommend that each
community:

1). Establish a "local coalition" of civic, busi-
ness, governmental, religious and educa."-
tional leaders, to prprhote more and better
counseling of students in high schools, to
develop and disseminate- information on
careers, to seek out potential college stu-
dents in their own community and advise
them of -available opportunities,

2) Encourage the establishment by local in-
stitutions, organizations, service clubs, etc.,'
of local scholarship programs which are
accessible primarily to the disadvantaged
student.

)3)* Establish programs where local persons
oiled in colleges and universities can

re to their community, and to their
high school, to advisgand counsel present
high schopl students in the promise and
problems of higher education.

4). Recognize hat equal opportunity in higher
education cannot be achieved automati-
cally. Its achievement will only come when
every community and each of its Citizens
have made a full commitment to equal'
opportunity in all areas, including,housing,
employment; public accommodation, and
other fields of human activity.

Bo That every community in the State, and every
individual resident of each community, en-
courage theirras.44,0edia locally to giie bal-
anced coverage to lvents.concerning students"
and institutions of higher education, and to
emphasize positive programs contributing to
equal oppOrtunity, as well as the resulting
benefits to the coirimun

C. That every community the State which con-
tains an institution of igher education estab-
lish programs which will bring together
"town and gown". This can be done through
such programs as "foster families", in which a
family "adopts " .a college or university student,
while he attends school in the community; reg-

-

tfi,

ular exchanges betWeen civic, governmental
and other community leaders and college
students; and other similar devices.

One of the principal problems faced in the
communities which contain institutions of higher
education is. the lack of understanding which
frequently prevails concerning the significance
of such an institution for the, community. :Too
often, the school is looked upon only as a
burden; in truth, the school is' usually viial to
the continued prosperity of the community,
and certainly, every institution of higher edu-
cation contributes significantly 'to the cultural
and 'social life of the community. We believe
is important for -these facts to be understood,
so that the mutuality of interests can he recog-
nized and developed.

D. That State government take the initiative in
encouraging local communities to move in the
direction of equal opportunity in higher educa-
tioq. This can be done through devices such as

1)-. A governor's tour of selected college and
university communities, with all events
being built around the; theme 91 equal op-
portunity. Two days a year Mould be set
aside for such a purPose, -with the.Gover-
nor visiting those communities which have
made particular progress toward the goal
of equal opportunity in higher education.

2). A state annual awards program for equal
opportunity in higher education. Each year,
the state could sponsor a program which
would grant clear recognition to those
communities, organizations, mass media
outlets, school districts knd institutions of
higher education which had done the Most
to advance the cause of equal opportunity.

3). A program whereby the State Depa rtment
of. Education would prepare information
on career orIportunities, college- admission.
procedures, scholarships and supportive
services, course offerings and enrollment
openings. Such information should be con-
tinuously updated, and be made readily
available for students, institutions and com-
munities.

-4). A conference of leaders throughout the
State to explore the feasibility of establish-
ing a Michigan Theater of Science and
Industry which would illustrate and draml,
atizg, the State's social, physical and eco-
nomic activity, and which would employ

0 satellite mobile vans to carry the same
message to the far corners of the State.
The purpose of this theater and its satel-
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lites would be to pire the young people
in their career choiCes, and to assist them
in planning for the attainment of their,/
gals.

The Task Force recognizes that in describing
th role of the Community in promoting equal

ortunity, we have placed the responsibility
9f leadership upon the -Governor. As Chief
Xxecutiye of the State, he personifies its hopes

/land aspirations, and opportunities. Under the
leadership of the Governor, we believe the
communities of Michigan can and will do more.

ECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE
OLE OF STUDENTS IN. ASSURING EQUAL

OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION

The Task Force believeslhat equil opportunity. in
higher education can 151ify be achieved if all the forces
in our society work cooperatively toward the achieve-

xtent of that goal. State and local government have
roles to play, as do the institutions of higher educa-
tioh and the communities itt'which such institutions are

'located. In the findl pnalysis, however, college and
university students tbehaselves have a primary role to
play; for it's the manlier in which students treat one
another, including disadvantaged and minority group
students, which can insure that eqUal access to edu-
cation, once achieved, becomes equal opportunity in
education. For this reason, we recommend:

A. -That student bodies, student governments, and
-student- organizations, make clear commit-
ments to the assurance of equal opportunity
for all, and that all such groups as well as
individual students honor such commitments.

On every campus, .'and in every ed'uca'tional
setting, the attitudes of administration, faculty,
and the general community are quite important.
Thus the. educational environment is shaped by
contributions from all these sectors. We there-
fore believe that students have an important
role to play in producing a favorable environ-
ment; we believe that administrations have an
obligation to work closely with students in such
areas.

d k

B. That students work with the administration of
the institutions of higher education in estab-,
fishing systematic mechanisms and/or proce.
dures for handling student, problems and
grievances as IPell as for presenting and re-
sponding to programs to promote equal op-
portunity. Further, we strongly recommend-,

` that once such uf4honisms and procedures
have been established, students utilize them
and support them. We: further recommend that

.

1

students exertNtheir influence and attempt to
control dissidents and skeptics in their own
ranks who might seek to scuttle or circumVent
such mechanisms and procedures.

We believe that the administrations of most in-
sti 'oils of higher education are sincerely
a= s to provide processes to enable students
to make inputs into the educational process.
Frequently, such administrations feel that stu-
dents are too skeptical of their intentions and

-3 that students will not cooperate with such
mechanisms for peaceful change where estab-
lished. We therefore believe that it is essential
that student leaders make it clear that they
will meet educ tional administrators halfway
and cooperate wi them in promoting the com-'...
mon good of their total educational community.
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C. That all students who are committed to equal

opportunity in higher education form a
"campus coalitiontl to undertake activities de-
signed to Promote such equal opportunity. In-
cluded in such activities could be the following:.

1). A "buddy system to provide incoming
and current minority `studentS with sup -
ports orientation, information, and friend-
shin to make entrance into the,,higher
education-setting easier and smoother.

2). A program of orienting current and new
white students, 'many of whom have had
little exposure to Minority groups them-
selves, to understand and not to fear the
new situations they will iaCe, to promote
Interracial understanding, and to make it
possible for all students to achieve their
maximum in higher education. .

3) . A program of volunteer tutoring, coun-
seling and reeruitment of minority group
itudektts to complement tliA. institution ef-
forts in this area. Such aerogram should
include efforts to spark the motivation of
incoming students, encouragement to enter
other than. the usual or traditional. fields or
careeis, and efforts to involve them in
other Campps and community activities be-
sides their academic work.

4). Fund-raising prog rams to' assist the in-
stitution' to meetits financial Commitment
to equality of opportunity, particularly for
grant and scholarship aid.

5). Contact with minority-group and majority-.
group residents in the community_ where
the institution is located to build support
and understanding for the students' needs
and efforts, and to develop friendships



which will redtwedgelings of being isolated'
at the institution,* .

'6). Programs of mutual support wherein the
students assist in, projects of cominunity
concern, and enlist the support from the
conamunity for student projects and ac-

7). Aprogram where §tudents come to know
the leaders in city government, business,'
press, etc., so that when tensions arise
students are able to communicate with
those outside-the institutions who may be
making some of the decisions and public
statements.

8). A program syttematioaify developed to
identify problems of minority students on
campus; .to present tlieSe problems to the

o .

o.

a
appropriate., ,bodies (hopefully, .the ones
outlined above) through their duly chosen
representatives fix solution; and to assist

. in implementing the solutions..
9). To be a reliable spokesman for the goal

of equality of opportunity in higher edu-
cation by bringing problems and situations
before the institution public (via campus
newspaper and campus groups, 'etc.), and
before the community and general public
(thrOugh the press and community
groups).

10). And, extrerhely important, to publicize,the
efforts and accomplishments of this co-
alition group and its individual members
as contributing substantially toward the
progress of equality of opportunity- in
higher education.

e9
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RECOMMENDVONS: AD HOC ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ON EQUALITY OF ACCESS TO HIGHER °EDUCATION

1. This Committee recommends that the 4State Board
of Education- appoint an 'ad hoc Committee to
study and make recommendations for appro-
priate action pertaining to the quality of elemen-
tary and secondary schooling..

2. The State Board of Education should assume,,a
major share of the responsibility for the identifica-

. Lion of students for higher education in Michigan.
Both immediate steps and long-range planning are
required. For the present, a statewide admissions-
information system should .be designed and es-
tablished, compiling -present, and (it is hoped)
expanding opportunities for access to higher edu-
cation in publicity that will permit easy compar-:
ison of key points (tuition, scholarships,.require-
ments, main programs of study, ethnic composition
of study body and faculty, housing, etc.). Such
publicity should reach students in every. high
school in the state; further, it should be distributed
through _churches, unions, lodges, community or-
ganizations, ever/ conceivable avenue which will
reach people. This system should mclude a referral
service to assist students not only to find but
also to- apply to and enter the institution most
suited to their needs.
Long-range planning (which should culminate not
in a report, but in action) should focus on the
sort of research needed to establish a realistic,
talent-oriented assessment of Michigan ,secondary
school pupils. Such an assessment would be con-
ducted annually throughout the state, of as large
a -sample of Michigan high school sophomores;
juniors, and seniors as possible. It would be better
to begin, with sophomore,s if only one class level
could be assessed at the start. The results of this
assessment, appropriately generalized, in combi-

nation with the admissions-information system
should' be highly useful in helping each student
choose tree college or university he feels would
offer him the most of what he wants: (To the
Committee's knowledge, no single institution or
agency in the state is pre-eminent in educational
research. It may well be that the state could make
no wiser investment of its research dollars than
in an ins te or center, whether affiliated with
one or m re schools or whether an independent

unit, devoted to basic as well as applied research
intended to improve, the education of our citizens.)

3. The State Board of sEducation" should conduct a
, study of differences in college attendance amoings

Michigan high schools. , e

Such factors as, .the geographical accessibility of
higher education, the availability of information
about higher education to high ischool students,
attitudes and behaviors of high sdhool counselors,
testing practices in the high schools, and. prior
exftriences of students from particUlar schools

. should be investigated as possible barriers to the
adequate Identification of students for higher
education.

4. The' State of Michigan should . provide national
leadership in securing a revision of techniques
used for the° identification of pupil talents and
abilities.

The Committee urges consideration of recent find-
ings that current, commonly-used examinations
fail to recop ize and uncover a wide variety of
student talents, *ills, and mental attributes .1
Many potential college students are'lhereby penal-
ized. We. urge ite leadership in the development
of identification procedures not limited to verbal
and mathematical ability, but incorporating many
other dimensions (e.g., leadership, social sensi-
tivity, non-verbal expression) of individual pp-

- '3tential. ,.

5. Since a "self-identification" of students for higher
education will occur if college opportunities are
made more act*ible, the State should ensure
that al geograOhic, regions and centers of popula-
tion `I Michigan ard, served ,by community
college

There an obvious, relationship between prox-
imity an a the.l probability of attending college
Large n u.bers of students are more likely to
enter' coll r ge if they can attend an institution per-
mitting th m to live at home, work part-time and
commute.

1. Righting the B
York: College Entran

2. Warren W. Wll
College Entrance Exa
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ance, a Report of the Commission on Tests (New
Examination Board, 1970).

ngharn, Free-Access Higher Education (New York
ation Board, 1970), pp. 1647.



6. A statewide recrnifraent system should be estab-,
lished to match the needs, potential abilities, and
desires of prospective college students with. the
characteristics real and desired of our exist-
ing.institutions.

This recommendation is (aOmplex and requ res
. somewhat detailed elaboration. Both students dad

institutional identities must be respected. Diversity
should be encouraged, indeed strengthened. But
competitive recruiting in which institutions vie
with one another for the same Black or Chicano ,
or Indian students to meet sonic recently estab-
lished ita is exactly the wrong Aarto go about
it. . '

There is no ,apparent reason to believe that Mich-
ionn colleges and universities will, on their own,
develop a collaborativb system for recruiting mi-
nority-group students. Nor should they be asiZed
to try. For them, such a system would be expen-
sive inordinately difficult to adminisler effectively,
and cumbersome. The alternative /14 .to place the
responsibility squarely on the State Department
of Education. It has the advantages of_ a state-
wide perspective, the obligation of being respon-
sive to the duly elected representatives of the
people who finance public education, and of being
responsible for and informed about the affairs
of elementary and secondary school systemsthe
sources of prospective college students.

A recruiting system administered by the State
Department of Education might begin with the
practice reputed to be successfully employed by
Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland. The
college is reported to employ "educational coun-
selors," who work in a community they know
and where they are known, to advise "clients"
about educational' opportunities existing Through-
out the Cleveland area. They do not specifically
recruit students for the community college, al-
though they are paid by it, but instead try to
match an individual's interests and needs with
the best possible educational choice available:
whether it is a barber's college, a university, the
community college, or perhaps no school at all.
Such an approach, administeted centrally by the
Department and operated locally throughout the
State, could use many of the present recruiters on
college campuses to work with these counselors
rather than prospective students. Or college re-
cruiters could be paid by The State and assigned
to various communities. The important point is
that the recruiters' loyalties should be shifted from
.institutions to people needing their help. and'that
the process should be related to a state wide plan.

This might well mean that some institutions would
rarely, if ever, be recommended to entering fresh-
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men as. the college to attend. But there sliduld be
no stigma, attached: to an institution (or, more
likely, a given program in an institution) which
fails to attract minority-students in sizable num-
bers. If Black students are unresponsive to appeals
to enroll in a veterinary medicine .program, for
instance, that does not mean that the program is
"racist" or "irrelevant"; if Chicanos exhibit com-
paratively little interest in attending Lutheran col-
leges, that does not met, that Lutheran colleges
should be accused of bigotry against them. But if
Blasks want to enroll in teacher training programs
in greater numbers than a given institution can
accommodate, then it should be clear that neigh-
bdring institutions with such programs must share
the responsibility to provide those students with
suitable opportunities. If Indians in the Upper
Peninsula are interested in enrolling in para-
medical training programs offered only at com-
munity colleges in the southeastern part of the
S tate, then theyshould be assisted to,enroll in
them.

7. 1411 Michigan community colleges should be "free-
access" institutions with an open door to
*person, with or without a high' school diplom
ivho wishes to enter higher education.

Any person over the age of 18 who wishes to
attend college, regardless of motive, regardless of
preparation, 'regardless of anything but ..desire,
.hould be assured admittance to a community col-
lege. Michigan's community colleges can and must
Play a greatei role in attracting tri-ethnic minority
Students to higher education if equality of oppor-
tunity is to be served.

8. 'ILhe State Board of Education should support,
anIourage, and assist Michigan's colleges and
aniversities in efforts to increase minority group
enrollments. A statewide "quota" system for

..mmonty admissions is inadvisable; however, each
institution should be encouraged to set, and to
make public, specific. minority enrollment °Nect
tives for the next five years.

9. The State Board .of Education should entourage
,Michigan's colleges and univelsities to make it
possible for their students to participate in the
admissions process.

Students, and particularly members of minority
groups, should be voting members of admissions
committees; should be encouraged to help with
recruiting efforts; and should, in fact, play a role
in recruiting new students comparable to that
played by faculty members in recruiting new
teachers.
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10. The State Board of Education should conduct a
statewide study of admissions policies and prac-
tices among thei.State's colleges and universities.
The study should include an investigation of trans-
fer opportunities from two-year' to four-year
institutions.

g
11. The State Competitive Scholarship Program which,

for the 1971-72 school year, will have an alloca-
tion of approximately $8,000,000 needs to bd
significantly modified. Currently, this program
provides 1,1% of these funds to disadvantaged
students. We feel that a minimum. of-15% of
these funds should be awardecno minority group
students. This can be accomplished by:
(a)' Establishing awards on a geographical and

school distribution basis which would guar-
antee that the five students with' the highest
scores for each Michigan high school would
receive a Micligan Competitive Scholarship
grant, providtTd that retcipients qualify ac-

- cording to financial need;

(b) Continuing to determine tile amount of the
scholarship by financial need as well as test
score performancewhereby a student from
a very low-income family would receive a
significantly higher scholarship than a student
from an upper-income. family. The guarantee
that students would be compdting with peers
of similar educational background and cir-
cumstances-would significantly increase the
number of minority group students receiving
scholarships.

12. The Michigan Tuition Grant for the present
academic year is funded at the level of
$5,200,000. The percent of minority group stu-
dents receiving these funds is 9.1. With the in-
creased number of minority groud" students
*Bending private- institutions, we feel this per-
centage should be significantly, increased for the
1971-72 school year.

This could best be accomplished by the-elimina-
tion of the" -requirement to take the Michigan
Competitive Scholarship Nest to be eligible for
full year grants.

We 'cannot sufficiently stress the need to eliminate
the Competitive Schglorship requirement as a pre-

, requisite for `Michigan Tuition Grants. This seri-
ously mitigates against a specific segment of the
Michigan school population because counseling
services and knowledge regarding financial aid
programs are minimal 'in inner city high schools.
We further feel that the need factor for these
grants must be firmly documented.
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13. That an Opportunity Awards Program be estab-
lished for the 197472 school yew-, with an initial

Allocatiim of $5,000,000.

The Stite Board of Education has previously en-
dorsed a similar proposal and proposed legislation
was recommended to the Legislature by the State
Board in Jamtry. Five million dollars would
support between 10,000. and 12,000 students each
year. The maximum grant made available tQ any
one student would be .500 and that award would
be determined solely by the financial need of an
individual student. A student coming from a family
with an income of under $5,000 a year would be
eligible for both a Michigan Tuition' Grant and a
State. Opporttmity Award. The purpose of the
Opportunity Awards would be to help offset soiie
of the real costs of education which would include:
transportation, lunch money, clothing, and in-
cidental expenses that are not computed in terms
of institutional costs bit become an important
factor when a student is unable to work to pay .

for his living costs and when family funds are
not available to supplement these needs.

-'l

14. That the State of Michigan establish a state
revolving loan program whereby students who
are unable to secure a guaranteed loan thrclugh
a private lending agency would be able to apply
for assistance directly through the State of
Michigan.

The State Board of Education ..has previously en-
dorsed such a proposal, and proposed legislation
to create a state revolving loan program was
recommended. to the Legislature by the State
Board in January. This proposal seeks $1,000,000
annually for student loans until such time as loan
repayments would enable this program to be self-
sustaining. °

15. That die State of Michigan establish a program
which will fund institutions for supportive services
to disadvantaged students.

The State allocation for the 1971-72 school year
should be a $5,000,000 appropriation and institu-
tions could submit proposals on a competitive .
basis that would be evalated by merit and insti-v:.
tution commitment. This program would provide
educational resources, tutorial' services, counsel-
ing, and curriculum innovation, all of which would
assist Michigan colleges and universities to help
their students, to graduate within a four-year
period.



16., Special Assistance Programs should be established
'.with state grants on a project basis to institutions

of higher education for: (a) the development of
new instructional and curricular strategies for the

-education of students from minority groups, and
(b) programs to promote an understanding and
acceptance of minority 'students by faculty, stu-
dents, and the community.

Patterns of institutional "racism' of irrelevimt
curricula, of "unaware" faculties, of rigid and
doctrinaire administratorsmust be altered if
equal access is to become equal educational op-
portunity. The state can, become a catalyst for
such change through the provision of special
grants to institutions who are willing to attempt
to change.

17. An equality of educational opportunity requires
the addition of Black Chicano, and American
Indian personnel in key positions on college and
university staffs.

Adequate role models for minority students, cur-
ricular and instructional changes, and altered in-
stitutional procedures and policiesare important
by-products of efforts to add minority staff mem-
bers, which are essential to the success of equal
oppo ties programs.

18. It is recommended that the State assume greater
responsibility_for an equalizAtion. of opportunities
fo; entrance into and completion of programs of
study in higher education, through the expanded
provision of additional training mechanisms in
area df the State with large tri-ethnic minority
and geographically disadvantaged populations.

The experimental program. of Neighborhood Edu-
cation Centers presently being initiated on a lim-
ited basis in some low-income communities in
Michigan should be encouraged and .expanded.
Such agencies, acting as On-to-Education Oppor-
tunity Centers, in a "store-front" capacity, should
be established in tri-ethnic minority and geograph-
ically isolated areas throughout the State. Each
local establishment should function as a pre-
college training, recruitment, and information
center fot its neighborhood or communityto
assist high school graduates and dropouts in meet-
ing the entrance and academic skill requirements
for higher education.

19. The State Board of Education should explore
possibilities for the establishment of an "external
degree program" in Michigan.

Despite the relatively generous opportunities for
higher edwation in the State of Michigan, there
are very many able adults who because of physical
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handicaps, 'geographic isolation, economic
poor preparation in elementary and sec-

ondary school, responsibility for dependent parents
or children, or other reasons simply have not had
and may never havea chance to go to college,
even on a part-time basis.

An "external degree program" in Michigan could
considerably broaden the base of opportunity for
participation in higher education. Such a program -,
could enable people not enrolled in college to
earn baccalaureate degrees in their own. time
through independent study and examination.
Tests, or other arrangements,' for granting credit
toward a degree could be developed and admin-
istered under the authority of. the State Board
of Education.

The idea is not a new one. There is considerable
experience, with external degree programs in
Britain, Atistralia, and other countries, Britain's
experience dates back to 1836 when the Univer-
Sky of London was established as an examining
body; in fact, it had no internal* students until
1900. Australia's programs have long been in
operation and Originally were created because of
the geographical remoteness of great parts of the
population.

Interest in exte degree programs also is grow-
ing rapidly in this countryin New York, Wis-.
consin, Florida, and elsewhere. In September,
1970, New York's Commissioner of Education,
Ewald Nyquist, announced that the New York
State Regents will soon establish an external do-
gee progream to enable -qualified persons not
enrolled .in college to earn degrees through inde-
pendent study and examination. The New York
State Education Department is developing and
already using a series of New York Proficiency
Exams as the basis for granting College credit.
Through the help of the Carnegie Corporation, the
College Board for six years has been developing f
CLEP--..the College Level Examination Program.
There are now about 33 of these, examinations;
500 colleges and universities accept successful
completion, of them as a basis' for college credit.

20. The concept of an "open door" to the community
college and' a liberalized admissions policy to the
four-year institutions must not develop into a
"revolving door."

To insure that appropriate avenues are available
after the student is admitted, adequate financial
and instructional support must be provided. Di-

.versity, with options for intermittent study, a wide
array of educational alternatives, and freedom of
movement from one program to another, must be
encouraged.



21. Tht State Board of Education, in cooperation with
the - institutions, should establish a monitoring
system designed to produce evidence that each
institution, as 'a minimum, is

(a) increasing the enrollment of 'Black, Chicano,
and American Indian students;

(b) increashIg the rate of retention of these stu-
dents;

(c) successfully incorporating these studentflnto
the total life of the higher education, com-
munity;

(4) increasing the recruitment of minority-group
'staff members in all areas;

(e) has eliminated all policies that are restrictive
or discriniinatory toward the members of
minority groupsincluding students, faculty,
ant} all non-academic staff;

(f) continually evaluating and taking steps to
eliminate all racist practices, subtle as well
as blatant;

(g) basing priority decisions on immediate and
long-term manpower requirements,
viding 'all students With a realistic assessment
of job opportunities available to them upon°
completion of their programs; and
intensifying existing programs or establishing
new programs that bear directly on improving
thee quality of life for alll citizens.

22.,, The State Board of Education and the Bureau of
the Budget, in 'the, program and budget review
process, and the Legislature in its decisions on
appropriations, should evaluate individual insti-
tutional requests for support and program funds.
0Nthe basis of each institution's affirmative
action in the above areas. A comparable policy
is already in effect in the State of Illinois.

23. The Legislature, in planning its annual- appropria-
tions for the support of higher education, should
set aside a pertentqge of the total amount avail-
abe to be distributed to thoise institutions which
are making or propose to make significant con-
tributions to the improvement of the quality of
life now endured by the tri-ethnic minorities.

O
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Such eontributions could be in education; research,
or service, e.g., a new instructional program in
nursing in the Detroit area, where there is a /
severe shortage of nurses and where tri-ethnic
minorities lack access to nursing programs; or a
survey of the chahginevocational plans of young
minority-group members to assess the contem-
poraneity of the offerings of local institutions; or
a community health program which would corn-
bine the training of health workers in the corn-,
plex health problems of the poor with health serv-
ices in locations accessible to people now deprived
of them. Amounts allocated, which would be
apart from amounts for the institutions' genetal
requests, would depend on separate proposals by
the institutions which could be evaluated,,
or turned down in. ways comparable to those used
by federal granting agencies: Renewal requests
would have to be accompanied by progress re-
ports. Nothing that was demonstrated to be related
to the objective state above would be e'xcludedo
from Consideration, whether it involved construc-
tions,' equipment, tra:nspoEtation, etc

0
24. The Legislature, to encourage, institutions to make

the objective stated above integral with their own
priorities, should consider either or 'both of the
following detices:
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(a) .A supplemental and proportionate appropria-
tion toimfgutions whiclvcan demonstrate that
they are investing a given percentage of their
resources in programs designed to meet the
above objective. It is true that some of the
State's institutions are not, at present, well
situated or staffed or oriented to make any
sizable investments of this sort. But they
would be encouraged to exert themselves still
further. Whether this or 'that institution
would thus receive more or less support is
irrelgvant. This issue is the enhancement of
the" responsiveness of the State's institutions
to the needs of tri-ethnic minorities.

(b) Full (because it would be the first order ,of
business), funding of all exist g (i.e., pre-
viOusly approv'ed) pro and intended to
benefit tri-ethnic minoritie



APPENDIX C

TO: State Board of Education
DATE: December 19, 1972
FROM: . Subcommittee on Equality of Access to

Higher Education
SUBJECT: Report '& Recommendations From State

Board of Educdtion
Higher

on
Equality of Access to Higher Education

The
te

State Board ofEducation approved the appoint-
ment of a Subcommittee of the Board to "develop
proposals. to provide, greater equal educational op-
portunity in postsecoVary education, considering:

Omnibus Higher Education Legislation
to Private Trade and Technical Schools, and

Other Related Matters" -1

The subcommittee in carrying Out its assignment was
ever mindful that Equality of Access to Higher Educa-
tion has been one of the majorgoals of the State Board
of Education since it adopted the State Plan for Higher
Education on June 11, 1969.

The subcommittee was also very much aware that:
a. the Superintendent of Public Instruction was

formulating a comprehensive plan for better or-
ganizing the delivery services for postsecondary,
education, which has now been reviewed and
received by the State Board

b. the Task Force on Equality of Access to Higher
Education has directed its primary attention to
increasing minority, enrollments and

c. The Task Force on Goal Four waS concentrating
their efforts on developing proposals to provide
greater access to private higher education, iihich
proposals have now been received and adopted by
the State Board.

Considering these facts the subcommittee decided to
explore how bist to implement:

a:Resolution of June 30, 1971 before the State Board
of Education endorsing a '"K-14 system .or free
public education to insure equal educational op-
Rortunity for all in a substantive manner and in
a manner that will be leadt expensive to the
students, their parents, and the taxpayers." and

b Title X of the Omnibus Higher Education Plan
Community Colleges and Occupational Education
which states:

each State which desires to receive assistance under this
subpart shall develop a statewide plan for the- expansion
or. improvement of postsecondary education programs.in
Community Colleges or both considerifig two years of
tuition free or low-tuition postsecondary education with-
in a reasonable distance.

In this regard, California has already established the
precedent for offering this type of equality of access to
post-secondary. education.

Michigan has a post-secondary system that is also
-readily adaptable to proViding this type of equality of
opportunity. The projeeted Freshman and Sophomore
tuition

th io
e s for 1973-74 school year is approximately

$34.5"n. However, a portion of these costs is al-
ready incl ded in the approximately $6 million of state
and federal financial assistance currently being pro-
vided to community college students. If we assume that
half of the $6 million is used for tuition and fees
the costs of. ptoviding a K=14 system of free. public
education, utilizing the community colleges would be
approximately $31.5 million.

. .
The- estimated 197e fall enrollment in public com-

munity colleges is 137,600 headcount or 74,000 full-
time equivalent students. This would ma_ ke the costs
of this program approximdtely $230 per headcount or .

$426 ter full-time . equivalent student.
*

Reconfmendation No. 1 It is recommended that
the State =Board of cation in keeping with (a) its
policy of providin lity of access to postsecondary
education; (b) its p o d Resolution of June 1971

°, endorsing a K-14 m of free public education, and
(c) Title X of the Omnibus Higher Education Bill, request
the Superintendent to develop a proposal to examine /
the effects of providing either tuition-free or lower
cost education in the public Community and lunior
Colleges and im ment ion plans for "submission to
the State Board if E ucation.r

..,- The second charge to the subcommittee was to pro-
vide greater equality of educational opportunity in re-
gard to private trade and technical schools. This is
alsii in keeping with the goals in the State Plan for
Higher Education as' well as Title X of the Onmilmis
Higher Education legislation. .

The latter includes in its definition of Community
Colleges, "Any junior college, postsecondary vocational
school, technical institute or any other-educational in-
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stitution which"it Then lists some specific criteria
including these institutions granting an associate degree.

In this regard, there' are a number of students who
are attending or who would be interested in attending
private trade and technical schools in Michigan, .but
find it more difficult to receive financial assistance be-
cause the schvls are not approved to grant associate

° degrees. However a number of states already provide
these type of schools with special degree granting au-
thority in technical areas, namely: Ohio, Illinois,
Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Virginia and Massachusetts.
That special degrees are somewhat- comparable to
the traditional associate in arts degree:

The subcommittee believe the students in Michigan
should have the same equality of access to postsecondary
education as the students in these other states.

Recommendation No. 2 It is recommended that the
State Board of Education appiove the establishment of
an . Associate in Technical Studies Degree to be
awarded by the trade and technical schools and re-
quest the Superintendent to develop specific prOposals
to implement this recommendation.

The third charge to the subcommittee was a general
one and that was to investigate additional matters as
related to providing, greater equality of educational op-
portunity in postsecondary education.

In this regard the subcommittee wants to call partic-
ular attention to the recent agreement entered into by
a number of public Baccalaureate Institutions and Com-
muniy Colleges recognizing and accepting the Corn-
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munity College I general education courses for transfer
purposes.

Recommendatio No. 3 It is recommended that the
State Board of Education request the Superintendent to
develop a Resolution, for Board approval, commending
those collegei and universities who have taken such
a positive first step to better provid9 equality of
access to postse otidary education and encouraging
all colleges and universities to take 'similar anchor
more comprehens ve action.

The deliberatio s of this subcommittee point to the
desirability of er investigation of this matter, par-
ticularly in relatio to the other aspects of the Omnibus
Higher Education gislation.

Recommendation
State Board of Ed
tee, after .1cfnuary
this subcommittee
for the. Board's c
aspects of the Om

The Subcommitt

o. 4 It is recommended that the
cation appoint another subcommit-
1, 1973, to continue the work of
and to devekip recommendations
nsiderations relative Ale the other
ilk's Higher Education Legislation.

e ontEquality \of Access to Higher
Education recommends that the State Board of Edu-
cation:

1. Receive the report.
2. Refer recommendations No. and No. 2 to the

State Board o Education's .Council on Higher
Education;

3. Adopt reco endations No. 3 and No. 4.
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STATE BOARD OF RDUCATION
MEMORANDUM,

Date: December 26, 1972

TO: Dr. Robert Huxol
FROM: John W. Porter, Chairman
SUBJECT: State &rad of Education Action oh Subs

committee Report on Equality of Access
to Higher Echication

Following is an abstract of the minutes of the State
Board of Education meeting of December 20, 1972:

#

The following recommendation's were made by the Sub-
'Committee on Equality of Access to Higher Educaticin:

Recommendation No. 1.. 4It is recommended that the
State Boai'd of Education in keeping with (a) its policy
of providing equality of access to post-secondary' edu-1-
cation; (b) its proposed Resolution of June, 1971 en-
dorsing a K-14 system of free public education, and
le-Y. Title X of the Omnibus Higher Education BM,
request the permtendent to develop a proposal to
examine the of of providing either tuition-free or
lower cost educatio in the public community and
junior colleges and imp m,entation plans for submis-
skin to the State Board ofEnealion.
Recommendation No. 2. It is recommended t, at the
State Board of Education approve the establi ent
of an Associate in Technical Studies Degrees be
awarded by the trade and technical .schools and request
the Superintendent to develop specific ploposals to
implement this recommendation.

Recommendation No. 3. It is secommended that te,.
State Board of Education request the Superintendent to.l
develop a Resolution, for Board approval, commend'
those colleges and universities who have taken sucir a
posifiVefirsrstep to better provide equality of access
to post-secondary education and encouraging all col-.
.leges and universities to take similar and/or more
comprehensive action.

Recommendation No..4. It is recommended that the
State Board of Education appoint another subcommit-
tee,. after January 1, 1973, to continue the work of
this subcommittee and to develop recommendations
for the Board's consideration relative to the other as-
pects of the Omnibus Higher Education Legislation.

Mr.. O'Neil moved, seconded by Dr. Moil*, that the
State Board of Education (1) receive the report of
December 19, 1972, from the Subcommittee on Equal-
ity of Access to Higher Education; (2) refer Recom-
mendation's No. 1 and --No: 2 to the State Board of
Education's Council on Higher Education and ask for
its recommendation in three months; and (3) adopt
Recommendations No. ,3 and No. 4.,
Ms. Kelly offered a substitute motion, 'seconded by
Mrs. Miller, that the Recommendations he amended

, as follows: "Recommendation No, I. It is recom-

mended that the State Board ofEducation i heepieg
with fa), itd peliey peevitliug equality 4 twee% te
pest-aeemaktr-.jr edueatieul (13). its peepeseel Ileaeletiett
4 gene; 1971 emleesing a K.11. $31+413311 ei f.tee paisolie
edeeetiett7 `tom {e} T-kgq X ef-,..tlie Outuiluts
FoEleeatiehill; request he Superintendent to develop
a proposal REPORT to examine the effects of provid-
ing either tuition -free or lower cost education in the
public community and junior colleges. and implemen-
tation plans for submission to the Static Board of Edu-
cation." "Recommendation No. 2. It is recommended
that the State Board of Education ftplate3Fe the eete13-
liehmeet an REQUEST THE SUPERINTENDENT
TO PREPARE A REPORT FOR THE BOARD \
EVALUATING THE ADVISABILITY OF ESTAB-
LISHING an Associate in Technical Studies Degree
to be awarded by the trade and technical schools and

.request the Superintendent to deYelop specific proposals
to implement this recommendation"; and further moved
that Recommendations No. 3 and No. 4 be deleted.

Mr. O'Neil called for 'a point of order. He said it Was
not the prefogative of any Member to change the. Sub-
committee's report, but it was the prerogative of the
Board to 'decide what to do with the report. He asked
for a ruling from the Chair.
The Chair ruled that Ms. Kelly's substitute motion

Was hi 'order because the motion of the Subcommittee
dealt with the four recommendations. Dr. Porter read
from page 423 of Roberts' Rules of Order confirming
the Chair's ruling.
Ms. Kelly withdrew her substitute motion; Mrs. Miller
her second.
Mr. O'Neil withdrew his motion; Dr. Morton his second.
Mr. O'Neil moved, seconded by Ms. Kelly, that the
State Board of Education receive the report of the
Board Subcommittee on Equality of Access to Higher
Education, dated December 19, 1972.

Ayes: Brennan, Kelly, Miller, Morton, Noyak,
Riethmiller 4

Absent: Deeb
The motion carried.

"Ms. Kelly moved, seconded by Mrs. Miller, that the
.Recommendations of the Board Subcommittee on
Equality of Access to. Higher Education be amended
aS follows: "Recommendation No. 1. It is recom-
mended that'the State Board of Education ill keeping
with fa) its policy e# pp:444141g equality 4 tweet% te
Peet-seeet eelueetieut ite pitepesetil:testimi
4 fie; 10,71 md.orsinp a K 11 system 4 feee die
eclueatieul t fe). Title X 4 the Omnibus Higher
Eihiea.f,iee gill, request the Superintende4 to develop

pEepesal REPORT to examine the efforts of Pro-
viding either tuition-fret or lower cost _education in
the public community and junior colleges and imple-

entation plans for submission to the State Beard of
Education." Recommendation. No. 22 It is frecom-
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mended that the State Board of Education, ftppne*e
4lie entalAis ea REQUEST THE SUPERIN-
TENDENT TO PREPARE A REPORT FOR THE
BOARD EVALUATING THE ADVISABILITY OF
ESTABLISHING an Associate in Technical Studies
Degree to be awarded by the trade and technical schools *-

and request the Superintendent to develop specific pro-
posals to implement this recommend n"; and further
moved the deletion of Recommendations No. 3 and
No. 4.
A roll-call vote was taken on tee motion.

Novak: Aye
Brennan: Aye
.Riethmiller: Aye

4 Miller: Aye
Kelly: Aye
O'Neil: ,*Nay
Morton: * *Nay
Deeb: Absent

The motion carried.

*Mr. O'Neil explained his "nay" vote. "I find this
action by the Board deeply disappointing in view
of the study over the many years and its policy
of providing equq.lity of access to,post:-secondary
education; a resolution that is still pending before
the Board endorsing the K-14 system of free
public education, which action was only referred'
until an Attorney General's opinion could be
received regarding the constitutionality of tuition
which we now have received; and in view of
Title X of the Omnibus Higher Edncation
which calls for this. I also vote "no" because,
as Dr. Morton has said 'regarding the Associate
Degree in Technical Studies, many students who,
because of this technicality will not take advantage
of an education because they canna receive
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equal financial assistance with those going to com-
munity colleges by going to trade schools because
of the technicality of award degrees, will not be
provided, and I hardly think asking for a report

. will effectuate.. equ educational opportunity in
,post-secondary ed ation." ,

e.
* *Dr. Morton explained his "nay vote. I voted.
`no' because I think what the motion seeks to
accomplish, namely greater input, is not precluded
from the original recommendation of the Sub-
committee. The recommendation of the majority
of the Subcommittee does not suggest program.
It is not that simplistiC. It seeks to get a regis-
tration of intent of the Board and then send that
intent through a process that allows for all of the
input tO--"which Gorton has referred. Secondly,
the Advisor3r *Committee on Equal Access is
already considering the many problems having
to do with admissions otherwise involved in the
total problem. Therefore, it seems to me that it
is a simple matter of putting on the table the
intent of the Board and then charging the Super-
intendent to come up with proposals that have
the pros and cons, and input from all persons
involved as to what can be done in the area
and moving toward a solution. It seems to me
we have had as goals two items in particular for
six years, and I, like Mr. O'Neil, wonder why we
set goals if we don't intend to implement them.
This is not an implementation in terms, of specifics.
It is -a report to the Superintendent you are now
charging to move toward the implementation of
a goal that has' been set for six years."

copies to: Dr. T. Harry McKinney
Mr. Evan Wilner


